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ABSTRACT: In the past few decades, advancements in protein engineer-
ing, biotechnology, and structural biochemistry have resulted in the
discovery of various techniques that enhanced the production yield of
proteins, targetability, circulating half-life, product purity, and functionality
of proteins and peptides. As a result, the utilization of proteins and peptides
has increased in the treatment of many conditions, including ocular
diseases. Ocular delivery of large molecules poses several challenges due to
their high molecular weight, hydrophilicity, unstable nature, and poor
permeation through cellular and enzymatic barriers. The use of novel
strategies for delivering protein and peptides such as glycoengineering,
PEGylation, Fc-fusion, chitosan nanoparticles, and liposomes have
improved the efficacy, safety, and stability, which consequently expanded
the therapeutic potential of proteins. This review article highlights various
proteins and peptides that are useful in ocular disorders, challenges in their delivery to the eye, and strategies to enhance ocular
bioavailability using novel delivery approaches. In addition, a few futuristic approaches that will assist in the ocular delivery of
proteins and peptides were also discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION
The global therapeutic proteins market has witnessed
significant growth in the past few years. It grew from 90.53
billion US dollar (USD) in 2020 to 98.1 billion USD in 2021
at a compound annual growth rate (CAGR) of 8.4%. The
growth was observed because most pharmaceutical companies
rearranged their operations while recovering from the COVID-
19 impact. During the 2020−2021 years, COVID-19 restrictive
containment measures like remote working, closure of
commercial activities, and social distancing increased the
operational challenges tremendously. However, it is projected
that the global therapeutic market will hit the 155.06 billion
USD mark by 2025 with a CAGR of 12.1% (Figure 1). The
market of therapeutic proteins is dominated by major players
such as Eli Lilly and Company, Baxter international, Amgen
Inc., Abbott Laboratories, and F. Hoffmann-La Roche Ltd.
Commercialization of therapeutic proteins has greatly
benefited ophthalmology.1 In the eye, therapeutic proteins
are employed for the neutralization of biomolecules, like
cytokines and growth factors, prevention of angiogenesis, and
protection of photoreceptors. Some of the commonly
occurring ocular diseases include diabetic retinopathy (DR),
retinal vein occlusion with cystoid macular edema (CMV),
glaucoma, age-related macular degeneration (AMD), posterior
uveitis, retinitis pigmentosa, and cytomegalovirus (CMV)

retinitis. If these diseases are not treated in time, they can
lead to blindness.2 In 2015, worldwide there were 253 million
people suffering from visual impairment, out of which 217
million had moderate to severe impairment of vision and 36
million were blind. The number escalated to 596 million
people with visual impairment in 2020, out of which 553
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Figure 1. Projected growth of the therapeutic protein market.
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million had moderate to severe impairment of vision and 43
million people were blind. A projection indicates that visual
impairment would affect 895 million people by 2050, which
includes 61 million people completely blind (Table 1).3 Out of
the total number of blind people worldwide, 26% of the people
are blind due to disorders like AMD, glaucoma, and DR.4

The genetics and pathogenesis of ocular diseases are now
better understood because of the research during the last few
decades. For instance, the discovery of various complementary
pathways and genetic associations has resulted in the
development of effective therapies for retinal diseases.5

Cataracts, DR, and AMD are some of the diseases that affect
the aging population in developed countries.6 Therapeutic
proteins and peptides have emerged as one of the most novel
therapeutics that have the potential to improve the treatment
of numerous ocular diseases. They have various advantages
over small molecules. These merits include lower toxicity, low
off-target binding, high chemical, and biological diversity,
minimal drug−drug interaction, high activity, and high
potency. Apart from these benefits, biopharmaceutical
companies earn hefty amounts from patented products
containing proteins and peptides. For instance, Lucentis
developed by Genentech is a patented product that was a
blockbuster in the U.S. market. Although these molecules have

tremendous benefits, there are numerous hurdles for
developing biopharmaceutical products due to reasons such
as short half- lives, instability due to chemical and physical
degradation, lower permeability through the cell membrane
due to large molecular weight and hydrophilicity, risk of
immunogenicity, large molecular weight, complex structure,
and clearance by reticuloendothelial system’s mononuclear
phagocytes (MPS). Therefore, it is necessary to develop
effective delivery ways to overcome these hurdles and
successfully utilize these molecules in the treatment of eye
disorders in order to improve overall patient well-being.6−9

This article presents a comprehensive overview of administer-
ing proteins and peptides through the ocular route, with a
focus on their significance in treating various ocular disorders.
The utilization of specific proteins that target ocular tissues for
therapeutic purposes and associated delivery challenges were
discussed. Additionally, the latest developments in formulation
techniques and the use nanoparticles delivery systems to
overcome these delivery challenges were discussed. The final
segment of this review covers some futuristic approaches that
will assist in the ocular delivery of proteins and peptides.

2. PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES IN EYE DISORDERS
Proteins and peptides are mostly utilized in ocular diseases
such as DR, glaucoma, and AMD. Proteins and peptides are
classified into five categories according to their functions: 1.
anti-VEGF (vascular endothelial growth factor) agents, 2. anti-
TNF-α (tumor necrosis factor- alpha) agents, 3. GLP-1
(glucagon-like peptide 1) agonists, 4. tissue plasminogen
activators, 5. neurotrophic growth factors (NGF)
2.1. Anti-Vascular Endothelial Growth Factor (VEGF)

agents. Worldwide, many pharmaceutical companies are
attempting to develop novel therapies for treating ocular
disorders.10 In AMD, the disease progression leads to
choroidal neovascularization (CNV), while in DR, the disease

Table 1. Projected Change in Vision Impairment 2015 to
2050

year

total people
with vision
impairment
(in millions)

moderate to
severe

impairment
(in millions)

blind
(in millions)

2015 253 217 36
2020 596 553 43
2050 (projected figures) 956 895 61

Figure 2. Mechanism of action of bevacizumab.
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progression results in retinal neovascularization. Generally, the
standard treatment of retinal neovascularization involves laser-
assisted thermal photocoagulation or ablation of CNV so that
the retina becomes anoxic. Currently, the standard treatment
has been replaced by intravitreal injections of US Food and
Drug Administration (FDA) approved anti-VEGF agents2 such
as ranibizumab (Lucentis), pegaptanib (Macugen), conbercept
(Lumitin), brolucizumab (Beovu),2,11 and aflibercept (Eylea)
that act as “VEGF trap”.
Bevacizumab (Avastin) is a humanized monoclonal IgG1

antibody (molecular weight 149 kDa) used off-label in the
treatment of chorioretinal vascular disease. These agents act in
two ways: (a) prevent the VEGF signaling peptide from
binding to its receptor, and (b) neutralize the down streaming
effect of VEGF-growth factors.10 The mechanism of action of
bevacizumab is shown in Figure 2.
The binding affinity of anti-VEGF proteins to different

isoforms of VEGF receptors is different. Some bind to all
isoforms, while others bind with specific receptors only.
Bevacizumab and ranibizumab have the ability to bind with all
isoforms of VEGF-A. A recombinant antibody fragment
ranibizumab (Lucentis) when given in repeated doses, showed
an excellent result in patients with visual problems.
Ranibizumab was able to improve vision in 40% of patients
while preventing vision loss in approximately 95% of patients.2

Ranibizumab (∼48 kDa) is one-third in size compared to
bevacizumab because it contains only the Fab-portion of
bevacizumab, but the smaller size enhances its clearance by
100-fold. Ranibizumab is better than bevacizumab only due to
its better retina penetration and higher VEGF-binding
ability.12,13 Pegaptanib (Macugen), developed by Eyetech
Pharmaceuticals Inc. and Pfizer Inc., is a pegylated anti-VEGF
aptamer that binds to major VEGF-A isoforms.6 It is utilized in
wet AMD treatment for preventing neovascularization and its
side effects include pallor, endotracheal tube reflux, need for
dose interruption, and endotracheal tube obstruction.14 In
2011, Regeneron and Sanofi/Aventis developed an anti-VEGF
antibody called aflibercept (Eylea) that contains a human
immunoglobulin Fc portion. Aflibercept was approved by the
FDA after the success of phase III (VISTA/VIVID) studies.15

The half-life of aflibercept is much longer than other agents.
Conbercept (Lumitin) is one of the newly developed agents
that has the ability to inhibit all isoforms of VEGF-A, VEGF-B,
and VEGF-C. It has three parts: (1) Fc portion of IgG1, (2)
extracellular domain 2 of VEGF receptor 1 (VEGFR-1), and
(3) extracellular domains 3 and 4 of VEGFR-2.15

More recently, brolucizumab (RTH258, a single-chain small
humanized antibody fragment) has received approval from the
FDA for use in neovascular AMD. Brolucizumab has a small
molecular size (26 kDa) with the ability to block all isoforms of
VEGF-A.16 Clinical trials showed prolonged activity of
brolucizumab as compared with anti-VEGF ranibizumab.16,17

Brolucizumab is currently being studied for indications such as
DME and retinal vein occlusion.18 Faricimab is a newer type of
FDA-approved anti-VEGF for the treatment of wet/neo-
vascular AMD and DME, a bispecific antibody that can bind
and neutralize VEGF-A as well as angiopoietin-2 (Ang-2).19

Ang-1 and Ang-2 are two angiopoietins that bind to the
tyrosine-protein kinase receptor (Tie-2) complex. Ang-1 acts
as an agonist and phosphorylates the receptor, which leads to
vascular permeability inhibition and preservation of vascular
stability.20,21 On the other hand, Ang-2 acts as a partial agonist
or antagonist and blocks the phosphorylation of the receptor,

causing the deactivation of the effects of the Ang-1-mediated
pathway.20,22 Currently, available treatments for retinal
vascular disease, such as nAMD, only target VEGF, leaving
patients with poor visual acuity. However, faricimab has the
ability to target both Ang-2 and VEGF resulting in better visual
acuity.23,24 To date, in three phases, two studies were designed
using faricimab for nAMD (AVENUE and STAIRWAY) and
DME (BOULEVARD). In these trials, the efficacy and safety
of faricimab were compared with ranibizumab (the current
standard of care). In nAMD patients, it was reported that
faricimab administered every 12 to 16 weeks had outcomes
similar to those of monthly ranibizumab.25,26 Moreover, in
DME patients, faricimab improved DR severity score (DRSS),
central subfield thickness (CST), and best-corrected visual
acuity (BCVA).27 A total of four phase 3 clinical trials has been
conducted for faricimab, two in naiv̈e nAMD patients
(LUCERNE and TENEHAYA) and two in DME patients
(RHINE and YOSEMITE). In naiv̈e nAMD treatment, the
efficacy of 6 mg faricimab administered every 16 weeks was
compared with 2 mg aflibercept administered every 8 weeks by
comparing the mean BCVA. The results showed that faricimab
was able to sustain the effect with an ocular adverse effects
incidence similar to aflibercept as shown by a letter difference
of 0.7 letters (5.8 letters for faricimab and 5.1 letters for
aflibercept) in TENEHAYA and 0 letters in LUCERNE (6.6
letters for faricimab and 6.6 letters for aflibercept).28 In DME
patients, the same drug, dose, and administration were utilized
with the end point being Early Treatment Diabetic
Retinopathy Study [ETDRS] letters. The results reported a
difference of 1.5 ETDRS letters in RHINE (11.8 letters for
faricimab and 10.3 letters for aflibercept) and −0.2 ETDRS
letters in YOSEMITE (10.7 letters for faricimab and 10.9
letters for aflibercept).29

Lampalizumab (INN) contains antigen-binding fragments of
a humanized monoclonal antibody, which was proposed to
reduce the degeneration of the macula as a part of late-stage
AMD via blocking a complement D factor (CFD).2 However,
in two phase 3 randomized clinical trials (975 Spectri
participants and 906 Chroma participants), lampalizumab
failed to reach the primary end point.30 Abicipar pegol, also
known as AGN-150998 or MP0112, is a combination of 14
kDa recombinant protein with 20 kDa polyethylene glycol that
can bind to various VEGF A isoforms such as VEGF A110,
VEGF A121, VEGF A165, and VEGF A189.31−33 It belongs to
the family of designed ankyrin repeat proteins (DARPin),
which generally have four to six repeated motifs of naturally
occurring proteins that have a high affinity for specific targets,
typically in the picomolar range.34 Additionally, DARPin family
molecules have high melting points that are above 80 °C and
sometimes above 100 °C, which impart high stability.35

Moreover, these molecules have a structure that is one-third
the mass of a Fab fragment or one-tenth the weight of an
antibody.35 Due to these properties, DARPin family molecules
required low concentrations for their biological effects as with
abicipar.36 In various preclinical animal models, abicipar
reduced neovascularization, vasodilation, vasculature tortuos-
ity, and suppressed vascular growth.35 Further, in the initial
phase I/II clinical trials of abicipar efficacy in improving
fluorescein angiography leakage, retinal thickness and visual
acuity were reported, along with the establishment of 1 mg as
the maximum tolerated dose.37 Similar results were also
obtained in two more phase I/II trials (NCT03335852 and
NCT02859766).38 There were mainly two phase 3 clinical
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trials, SEQUOIA and CEDAR, where AMD patients with
secondary active CNV were enrolled, and both had similar
protocols.39 In both these trials, patients were divided into
three groups. One group received 2 mg of abicipar every 4
weeks; the second group received 2 mg of abicipar every 8
weeks; and the third group received 0.5 mg of ranibizumab
every 4 weeks. After 52 weeks, 93.2%, 91.3%, and 95.8% of
patients in groups 1, 2, and 3 had stable vision. In the CEDAR
trial, the proportion of patients with visual acuity of more than
15 letters was greater in the ranibizumab group; however, in
the SEQUOIA trial, it was similar for both groups. Never-
theless, the main issue reported was the development of
intraocular inflammation (IOI), which was 16.8% for group 1,
20.4% for group 2, and 4% for group 3. It was reported that the
issue was due to the impurities of E. coli fragments; therefore,
the manufacturing process was modified, and again a phase II
clinical trial (MAPLE) was conducted in which the IOI rate
was reduced to 8.9%.38−40 Abicipar pegol was not approved by
the FDA due to the observed incidence of IOI.41

KSI-301 is another type of anti-VEGF that has a humanized
IgG1 antibody covalently conjugated with phosphorylcholine
polymer through a single-site specific linkage. The polymer is a
high-molecular-weight, optically clear biopolymer that is
conjugated to the immune effector antibody. This antibody-
biopolymer conjugate (ABC) platform design has aided in
enhancing intraocular durability through the optimization of
molar dose and size.23,42,43 KSI-301 inhibits all isoforms of
VEGF-A and it has a greater affinity toward VEGF-A compared
to VEGFR1 and VEGFR2, which was established by the
Kinetic Exclusion Assay (KinExA) and Surface Plasmon
Resonance (SPR).44,45 In the phase Ia study in DME patients,
the safety and efficacy of KSI-301 were evaluated. The study
reported no drug-related adverse effects and an improvement
of median optical coherence tomography (OCT) in central
subfield thickness (CST), and a nine-letter improvement in
BCVA was reported.43 However, the phase 2 trial (DAZZLE),
comparing the safety and efficacy of KSI-301 with aflibercept
in nAMD patients, was terminated as it was unable to improve
mean BCVA.46 Nevertheless, various phase 3 trials in patients
with DME, nonproliferative DR, wet nAMD, and macular
edema (NCT04603937, NCT04611152, NCT05066230, and
NCT04964089) are going on.47−50 Ziv-aflibercept is analogous
to aflibercept with only difference is in the osmolarity. Ziv-
aflibercept is hyperosmolar, whereas aflibercept is iso-osmolar.
Despite being hyperosmolar, it does not alter intraocular and
serum osmolarity, and its intravitreal administration does not
cause inflammation, toxicity, or a higher cataract induction
rate.51−54 Ziv-aflibercept is used off-label in ocular diseases
such as AMD, RVO, and DME.55 Some of the anti-VEGF
agents in clinical and preclinical stages are shown in Table 2.
Despite the partial success of anti-VEGFs, the need for highly
effective compounds that can reduce the burden of managing
wet AMD still exists. The approved anti-VEGF therapies
require patients to make regular visits to the clinics resulting in
severe economic/psychological burdens on patients and the
health care system. Biodegradable nanocarrier systems are
being considered for the delivery of anti-VEGF agents in order
to maintain long-term therapeutic effects through the
continuous release of the medicine.
2.2. Anti-TNF-α (Tumor Necrosis Factor-Alpha)

Agents. TNF-α plays an important role in the pathogenesis
of edematous, inflammatory, neurodegenerative diseases, and

neovascularization.56 The mechanism of action of anti-TNF-α
(tumor necrosis factor-alpha) agents is described in Figure 3.

TNF-α is also involved in the pathogenesis of various ocular
disorders such as proliferative vitreoretinopathy, macular
edema, and experimentally induced retinal neovasculariza-
tion.57−59 Anti-TNF-α agents such as infliximab (Remicade),
adalimumab (Humira), golimumab (Simponi), and certolizu-
mab pegol (Cimzia) are available for treating diseases like
psoriasis arthritis, rheumatoid arthritis, and ankylosing
spondylitis. In 2016, adalimumab (Humira) was approved by
the FDA for the treatment of noninfectious intermediate,
posterior, and panuveitis. Infliximab, a chimeric monoclonal
antibody classified as TNF-α inhibitors. Anti-TNF-α agents,
specifically adalimumab and infliximab, inhibit the binding of
TNF-α with TNF-α receptors (TNFR) and thus block
inflammatory responses. The use of anti-TNF-α agents to
treat ocular inflammation is gradually increasing.19 Especially,
these agents are considered widely for treating most forms of
uveitis associated with Behçet’s disease and juvenile idiopathic
arthritis. However, due to its high cost and enhanced risk of
infections, it is less preferred when compared to other
treatments. The initial infliximab dose ranged from 2.9 to 6.9
mg/kg with a median of 5.1 mg/kg. Doses were given at weeks
0, 2, and 4 and kept up at intervals of 4 weeks until the ocular
inflammation decreased or disappeared.60 Further research in
this field in terms of improving delivery strategies is required
for treating retinal and choroidal infections, and treatment of
vision problems.6

2.3. Glucagon-Like Peptide 1 (GLP-1) Agonists. Some
of FDA-approved GLP-1 agonists use in Diabetes mellitus type
2 examples are albiglutide (Tanzeum), liraglutide (Victoza/
Saxenda), dulaglutide (Trulicity), and exenatide (Beta/
Bydureon). They exert their effect by binding to a receptor
known as glucagon-like peptide 1 receptor (GLP1R). This
leads to the activation of the adenylyl cyclase pathway and
results in the enhanced synthesis and release of insulin.
Pancreatic beta cells and the brain are the two regions where

Figure 3. Mechanism of action of anti-TNF-α agents.
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there is a high expression of GLP1R. It is believed that the
retina also expresses GLP1R because it is an ontogenetic brain-
derived tissue.61 Recently, Hernandez and coauthors reported
that GLP1R is also found in nonketotic diabetic mice. By
systemic administration of liraglutide, the treatment of retinal
degeneration is possible. However, enhanced prosurvival
signaling pathways and a decrease in extracellular glutamate
levels are two major drawbacks of the therapy. Liraglutide was
found to inhibit the upregulation of inflammatory cytokines in
the retina in fatty rodents without provoking neovasculariza-
tion of the eye and lowered retinal thickening of the inner
nuclear layer of the retina when injected subcutaneously.62

GLP-1R agonists, such as dulaglutide, liraglutide, lixisenatide,
exenatide, and semaglutide have shown a reduced risk of
developing open-angle glaucoma.63 No increased risk of DR
was observed in the AngioSafe 1 research NCT02671864,
which aimed to clarify the relationship between exposure to
GLP-1R agonists and DR through clinical and preclinical study
methods. (NCT03811561).64 Another phase III interventional
study by Novo Nordisk, the FOCUS trial, also investigated the
long-term effects of injectable semaglutide in diabetic eye
diseases.65 When native GLP-1 agonists were given topically to
the patients, similar neuroprotective effects were achieved
without having any effect on the blood glucose levels. This
successful trial opened new ideas and approaches for the
treatment of early stage diabetic retinopathy by arresting
neurodegeneration of the retina with the clinical use of GLP-1
agonists.66

2.4. Tissue Plasminogen Activator. The naturally
occurring serine protease known as tissue plasminogen
activator (TPA) is produced by a range of tissues in mammals,
particularly endothelial cells. Conjunctiva, cornea, trabecular
meshwork, lens, vitreous, and retina contain TPA.67 The
amount of TPA in the aqueous humor of healthy adult human
eyes is about 30 times higher than that in plasma. Plasminogen
is transformed into plasmin, an active serine protease that
hydrolyses fibrin, by the main enzymatic action of TPA.
Furthermore, TPA protects plasmin against antiplasmin
inhibitors until complete clot dissolution is achieved.68 The
delivery of ocular therapeutic proteins via implants has not yet
received approval, although preclinical research with human
recombinant tissue plasminogen activator demonstrated that
TPA given intracamerally or intravitreally released the drug at a
rate of 0.5 μg/day in the vitreous for 14 days. TPA is given as
prophylactic use before surgery related to glaucoma.69 It may
be sensible to use TPA prophylactically due to the reactivity of
ocular tissues and fibrinous exudation, especially in children,
and the fact that postsurgical intracameral injection of TPA in
a child’s eye requires general anesthesia or brief sedation.
Numerous researchers have supported the topical admin-
istration of TPA to dissolve fibrin clots in the anterior
chamber, however, trials in human eyes and experimental
animal models have yielded conflicting results. TPA injections
with 25 μg or more have frequently been utilized intra-
camerally or intravitreally. The usefulness of 10 μg TPA for
quick fibrinolysis in the anterior chamber is supported by
numerous publications in the literature, and some researchers
even advise a dose as low as 3 μg.70,71 The large molecular size
of TPA (68 kDa) impedes its ability to traverse through an
undamaged cornea.72,73

2.5. Neurotrophic Growth Factors (NGF). The most
advanced method of treating ocular surface illness at present is
using NGF. NGF is hypothesized to control tear formation,

immunological modulation, limbal stem cell proliferation,
epithelial health, and ocular surface homeostasis. NGF is
utilized as a treatment option in several ocular surface diseases
because of its alleged impact on the ocular surface. It was
found that rabbits with iatrogenic corneal epithelial defects had
higher levels of corneal NGF expression, and topical NGF
therapy quickly accelerated up the process of epithelial defect
closure.74 Pilot clinical investigations were carried out in
individuals with neurotrophic keratopathy (NK) in the late
1990s and early 2000s on the basis of the overwhelming
amount of encouraging preclinical research. A phase I trial
conducted in 2013 revealed that rhNGF was tolerable at
increasing levels up to 180 μg/mL.75 In patients with moderate
to severe NK disease, a phase I and subsequent double-masked
phase II clinical trial (NGF0212/REPARO phase I/II) showed
dramatically reduced epithelial defect healing time and lowered
recurrence rate compared to control. Moreover, NGF has been
examined in diabetic animal models. It is shown that retinal
NGF and NGF receptor expression is initially elevated in
streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats, which is expected to have
a protective effect.76,77 A double-masked clinical randomized
control trial was conducted after open-label pilot research to
examine the effectiveness of topical NGF for treating visual loss
caused by optic pathway gliomas. The superior colliculus (SC)
of the central nervous system was shown to transport
neurotrophins retrogradely (CNS).78,79 Research on rats
showed that if IOP increases, it prevents brain-derived
neurotrophic factor (BDNF) from traveling retrogradely
from the SC to the soma of the RGCs. This RGCs’ loss of
BDNF leads to degradation of the visual signal. RGC
maintenance and survival have also been linked to other
neurotrophic factors, including ciliary neurotrophic factor
(CNTF) and glial cell-line derived neurotrophic factor
(GDNF). It was also shown that RGCs can survive in cultures
without exogenous BDNF, indicating that the loss of extrinsic
BDNF due to cessation of retrograde transport is not the only
cause of RGC death in glaucoma. Recently, a tropomyosin
kinase receptor B (TrkB) agonist antibody (29D7) has been
shown to increase RGCs survival in a dose-dependent manner
and enhanced the cAMP elevation. The ability of antibody
29D7 to improve RGCs survival and regeneration in vivo
following intravitreal injection was also established. Single
antibody 29D7 injection boosted the density and survival of
RGCs but to a smaller extent than in the BDNF-treated
retinas. A phase 1B topical recombinant human nerve growth
factor (rhNGF) randomized controlled study for neuro-
enhancement in glaucoma concluded the use of rhNGF in a
topical 180-g/mL formulation is secure and acceptable.
Despite the fact that no statistically significant short-term
neuroenhancement was found in this trial, examination of
efficacy in a neuroprotection trial is necessary given the potent
effects of NGF in preclinical models and the patterns found in
this study.80−82

3. CHALLENGES FOR OCULAR DELIVERY OF
PROTEIN AND PEPTIDE

The success of most peptide and protein drugs depends on the
ability to deliver the biologically active form at the action site
of action. Ocular delivery of protein and peptides’ is
challenging due to their poor permeation, large molecular
weight, and susceptible to degradation. Proteins and peptides
have complex structures and this complexity produces many
challenges in their formulation and delivery. Another greatest
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challenge posed for biopharmaceutical companies is the low
stability and short half-life, which leads to loss of activity at
physiological pH and temperature.6 The challenges for the
ocular delivery of protein and peptides could be either related
to the physicochemical properties of proteins or the static,
dynamic, and metabolic barriers of the eye.
3.1. Unfavorable Physicochemical Properties of

Proteins. The physicochemical parameters of proteins and
peptides such as hydrophilicity, molecular weight, and
metabolic instability act as a barrier and ultimately lead to a
decrease in the activity of formulation.
3.1.1. Hydrophilicity. Proteins and peptides are mostly

hydrophilic in nature, hence their permeability through the
biological membrane is very low. This directly affects the
bioavailability of proteins and peptides. Macromolecules like
proteins and peptides cannot be absorbed through simple or
passive diffusion. Proteins are absorbed by active mechanisms
such as active transport, pinocytosis, or endocytosis. These are
the mechanisms by which hydrophilic substances can easily
cross the membrane.83,84 The tight junctions of corneal
epithelium hinder the permeation of hydrophilic mole-
cules.85,86 Lipophilic molecules can easily pass through the
corneal epithelium and collagen fibers present in the
hydrophilic stroma. In some circumstances, small peptides
are taken into the cells via active transport from the
extracellular space, and that mechanism is known as
receptor-mediated endocytosis.87 The major disadvantage of
the endocytic pathway is the entrapment of proteins and
peptides in the lysosomes and endosomes while entering the
cell, and this can reduce the cytoplasmic concentration of
proteins and peptides. To date, a lot of clinical trials have been
conducted in which endocytic pathways were bypassed
successfully and proteins and peptides were delivered directly
to the cell cytoplasm. These methods involve microinjection
and electroporation. By using these methods, it is possible to
bypass endocytic pathways and drugs can be directly
administered in the cell cytoplasm. However, specialized
equipment is required to physically puncture the membrane,
which is a cumbersome task to deliver the drug, especially via
the oral route due to the acidic environment. Hence, they are
administrated through other routes like parenteral (IV, IM, or
SC), subconjunctival, and intravitreous. Sometimes the
distribution of drugs occurs in normal tissues as a result the
amount of the dose required increases leading to an increase in
toxicity.6

3.1.2. High Molecular Weight. The molecular weight of
protein is another major challenge because it has a direct
impact on its permeability. High molecular weight proteins
have poor permeability. To overcome this issue, a new
approach has been adopted in which highly invasive intravitreal
injections are employed as the primary mode of administration
of proteins and peptides. Proteins have numerous donors/
acceptors for hydrogen bonding with molecular weight
generally above 1000 kDa.88 Hydrophilic large molecules
cannot diffuse from corneal, retinal, and scleral tight
junctions.89,90 Even though the tight junctional space in the
conjunctival epithelium is much wider than the cornea,
penetration of these large molecules is insufficient.91,92 Their
ability to diffuse through the retina is limited only to those
molecules whose molecular weight is more than 76 kDa due to
their plexiform layers on the inner and outer sides. Macro-
molecules with a molecular weight greater than 150 kDa
cannot reach the inner retina.89 Sometimes the molecules that

can traverse through choroid are washed out through
choriocapillaris thus reducing their therapeutic concentrations.
3.1.3. Metabolic Instability. The major reasons for the

instability of proteins and peptides are complexity in structure,
denaturation, adsorption, aggregation, and precipitation. These
are the main pathways by which the physical degradation of
proteins and peptides occurs which makes them physically
unstable. Proteins are converted into inactive forms by pH,
subunit proteins dissociation, high salt concentration, temper-
ature, noncovalent complexation with ions, complexation of
enzymes and cofactors, and proteolytic degradation through
proteases and esterases. Various compounds chemically modify
the proteins and degrade them. For example, oxidation of Fe
(II) atoms in heme and SH-groups present in sulfhydryl-
containing enzymes. Also, the exchange of thiol−disulfide and
the breaking of susceptible side chains of methionine and
tryptophan are also an example of chemical modification. All
these changes result in the inactivation of proteins and
peptides.9 In the body, physical and chemical degradation of
proteins and peptides occurs through various pathways, which
include reduction, oxidation, disulfide exchange, β-elimination,
proteolysis, and deamination.93 If “active” confirmation of
proteins and peptides is modified, then the activity is lost and
aggregation of proteins occurs, which is irreversible. In the
parenteral administration of proteins and peptides, half-lives
are shortened due to degradation.94 Due to the short half-lives
of proteins, maintenance of therapeutic levels of drugs requires
the administration of frequent doses. Frequent intravitreal
administrations may sometimes lead to complications includ-
ing cataracts, retinal hemorrhage, and detachment.95 Figure 4
describes the degradation pathways for proteins and peptides
degradation.

3.2. Static and Dynamic Barriers Posed by the Eye.
The human eye is one of the complex organs of the body. The
tight junctions are present in between the epithelial or
endothelial cells of various layers of the eye like the cornea,
ciliary muscles, retina, iris, and conjunctiva. These junctions do
not allow the drug diffusion. Topical administration results in a
loss of the administered dose due to the rapid blinking of the
eye (6−15 times/min) and tear turnover (0.5−2.2 μL/min)
within 2−5 min. Less than 5% of the administered dose
reaches the intraocular tissues because the rate of drug loss
from the eye can be 500 to 700 times greater than the rate of
drug absorption into the anterior chamber. Most of the
administered drugs are washed out from the eye; decreasing
the anterior segment bioavailability; by various mechanisms
such as nasolacrimal drainage, tear dilution and tear turnover.
The physicochemical properties of drug molecules and the
delivery mode also affects the permeation and bioavailability of
drugs.96,97 A conventional delivery system such as eye drops
only achieves 1−3% bioavailability, so designing a formulation
approach for targeting the posterior segment of the eye is very

Figure 4. Ways through which proteins and peptides degrade.
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challenging. Hence, for the treatment of posterior segment
diseases, intravitreal injections are preferred.98,99 Other barriers
that prevent the entry of drug molecules into the eye include:
the cornea and conjunctiva, blood-aqueous barrier and blood-
retinal barrier.
3.2.1. Barrier Properties of Cornea, Conjunctiva, and

Sclera. The cornea is composed of (from base to the surface) a
layer of endothelial cells, Descemet’s membrane (posterior
limiting membrane), stroma, Bowman’s layer (limiting lamina
in the anterior part), basement membrane, and an epithelial
layer. The cornea is avascular clear tissue.100 The stroma is
composed of proteoglycans, keratocytes, and hydrated
collagen, and it serves as a barrier for lipophilic drugs. On
the other hand, the corneal epithelium acts as a barrier and
prevents the entry of macromolecules and hydrophilic drugs
into the aqueous humor.101−105 Generally, lipophilic drug
molecules permeate through the transcellular pathway
(through the cells), while hydrophilic molecules and small
ions prefer paracellular route (through pores between the
cells). The pore size is approximately 1 nm and permits the
movement of drug molecules with molecular weight (MW)
less than 700 Da. Large protein molecules find harder to get
through the cornea when compared to small molecules.
Conjunctiva plays an important role in the entry of
macromolecules, nanomedicines, oligonucleotides, and pep-
tides into deeper layers of the eye. However, it has a lesser role
in drug absorption when compared to the cornea.106

Conjunctiva is the thin transparent membrane that covers
the anterior part of the sclera and is present in the inner eyelid
lining.107 It consists of three layers: first and outermost is the
epithelium layer, then comes the substantia propria which has
nerves, lymphatic, and blood vessels. The last and innermost
layer is the submucosal layer, which is attached to the sclera.108

The bioelectrical resistance of conjunctival epithelium’s tight
junctions is 1500 Ω·cm2, and it is responsible for controlling
the permeation of hydrophilic drugs.109 Through conjunctival
vasculature a large quantity of topically administered drugs
enters the systemic circulation, hence drugs that are meant for
targeting deeper tissue cannot be given via this route.110 For
enhancing the penetration of protein, peptides, and other
macromolecules, scientists/researchers have targeted the
transporters of peptides, amino acids, and nucleosides, which
are present in the conjunctival epithelium. Sclera is relatively
more permeable when compared to the cornea and conjunctiva
as it is mainly composed of a network of collagen fibers,
proteoglycans, and glycoproteins in aqueous medium.
Permeability of drug molecules through the sclera depends
on several factors such as molecular radius, charge, molecular
weight, and lipophilicity.2,12 Protein molecules with size greater
than 150 kDa find it difficult to permeate through the
sclera.111,112

3.2.2. Blood-Aqueous Barrier. The endothelia of non-
pigmented ciliary epithelium and the iris-ciliary blood vessel
have tight junctions which serve as a barrier known as the
blood-aqueous barrier (BAB).113−117 BAB assists in the
maintenance of transparency and chemical composition of
intraocular fluids. Via the BAB, lipophilic drugs that are small
in size enter the blood circulation of the uvea and are
subsequently eliminated by the aqueous humor turnover.96

BAB restricts the entry of plasma proteins into aqueous humor
making aqueous humor optically clear and essentially protein-
free. For topically applied drugs, permeation from the anterior
to posterior segment is limited due to the turnover

phenomenon caused by the aqueous humor whose rate ranges
from 2 to 3 mL/min.118−120 Generally, drug molecules with
lower lipophilicity can permeate better through BAB when
compared to drug molecules with higher lipophilicity.
3.2.3. Blood-Retinal Barrier. The retina is a light-sensitive

thin film tissue made up of glial and neural cells. The eye’s
innermost surface is covered by the retina. Intravitreal or
intravenous injection can be given for drug delivery to the
retina. However, for intravenous injection, a high dose should
be given and only a small amount gets to the posterior segment
of the eye because of the blood-retinal barrier (BRB).121 BRB
consists of two types of cells: retinal pigmented epithelium
(RPE) cells and retinal capillary endothelial (RCE).122 The
retinal outermost layer is made up of RPE, which contains a
single layer of cuboidal cells, and its main function is to
manage the drug transport between the retina and
choroid.123,124 Selective transport through the tight junctions
present in the RCE protects the retina. Proteins, peptides, and
small hydrophilic drugs have low permeability through the
RCE.125 Ongoing research efforts are dedicated to the
development of novel approaches with increased bioavail-
ability, safety, and efficacy of ophthalmic drugs.126

3.3. Enzymatic Barriers. Generally, ocular tissue contains
several enzymes like protease and aminopeptidase that are
responsible for the degradation of protein and peptide
molecules. Absorption of peptide-like large molecules is
reduced in the ocular region because of peptidase-like
enzymes, which metabolize the drug and decrease the
bioavailability of protein and peptide molecules. Some
endopeptidases [plasmin, collagenase] are also present in
ocular tissues and fluids.127 For instance, Erb et al.
demonstrated that there was a complete degradation of
methionine enkephalin and 90% degradation of leucine
enkephalin through hydrolyzation due to aminopeptidase
within 5 min of instillation in the rabbit’s corneal
epithelium.127

3.4. Formulation Issues. The key challenges in developing
protein and peptide-based formulations as biotherapeutic
agents are their structural properties and environmental
factors. Agents like polysaccharides (dextrans) and sugars
(trehalose) are incorporated with proteins and peptides to
enhance their bioavailability.128,129 Proteins and peptides tend
to form agglomerates which can be averted using low
concentrations of Pluronic and nonionic surfactants such as
polysorbates.130 Protein and peptide formulations tend to have
a high viscosity to a variable degree. In topical ophthalmic
formulations, contact time with the cornea can be increased by
increasing viscosity up to 20 cPs (cP), but if the viscosity is
increased further then it leads to activation of reflux blinking
and tearing to reestablish the normal lachrymal viscosity, i.e.,
(1.05−5.97 cP). FDA does not allow the administration of
large doses of protein formulations through the intravitreal
route. Protein formulations when prepared in larger doses
result in a concentrated formulation with higher viscosity.
Hence, studies characterizing the delivery factors like the time
required to complete the injection (syringeability) and forces
needed to deliver the formulation with suitable needles (18
mm in length, 27−30G) are crucial. For such formulations,
viscosity can be decreased by adding hydrophobic/inorganic
salts or lysine and arginine.131 The pH of formulation should
be the same as the pH of the lacrimal gland so that maximum
activity is obtained. However, proteins and peptides are
unstable at the physiological pH and get denatured by folding
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or aggregation. Considering the pH-dependent stability of
proteins and peptides, buffers play a crucial role in preserving
and maintaining their activity. However, the buffer capacity
should be adequately maintained to stabilize the protein, while
minimizing unwanted reactions. The high buffer capacity of
the instilled fluid would tend to resist pH alteration by tear
fluid to a greater degree and subsequently affect the drug
absorption. Further, a hypertonic solution administered
intravitreally can evoke anterior chamber transient desiccation,
while a hypotonic solution can lead to edema and corneal
clouding.6

4. STRATEGIES TO ENHANCE THE OCULAR
BIOAVAILABILITY OF PROTEINS AND PEPTIDES

Generally, in the case of ocular administration of hydrophilic
molecules such as proteins and peptides, bioavailability is a
major challenge. The major hurdles during the formulation of
proteins and peptides as biotherapeutic agents are related to
their large molecular weight, metabolic instability, and
hydrophilic nature. So, to overcome these difficulties and
increase their bioavailability, the following methods are useful.

A Selecting the optimal route of administration of protein
and peptide

B Protein and peptide modification

4.1. Selecting the Optimal Route of Administration of
Protein and Peptide. Various routes for ocular protein and
peptide administration are shown in Figure 5.
4.1.1. Topical Route. Generally, drugs administered topi-

cally should follow corneal, conjunctival, or scleral pathways
for absorption. Some of the limitations of this route include
washout of drugs from the precorneal area, enzymatic
degradation, limited dose administration (approximately 30
μL), and high clearance.133 The large size of protein and
peptide drugs hinders their movement into ocular tissues when

compared to small drug molecules. Typically, less than 1% of
topically administered macromolecules enter the eye even with
multiple doses per day.134 To overcome these problems
bioadhesive polymers are used as they decrease the precorneal
clearance and increase surface contact time with the cornea. To
check the efficacy of bevacizumab drug through a topical
application in patients with corneal neovascularization a study
was conducted. As per the study, three patients were
administered 10 mg/mL of bevacizumab twice a week. No
ocular or systemic adverse effects and excellent efficacy were
reported. In all three patients, bevacizumab prohibits further
growth of corneal neovascularization and also regressed the
disease. This study demonstrated that the topically long-term
use of bevacizumab is safe as well as beneficial for patients with
corneal neovascularization.135 Topical administration of drugs
in the form of an eye fails to deliver drugs to the retina despite
loading them in contact lenses that effectively increase drug
residence time. For instance, a drug-eluting contact lens failed
to deliver the required concentration of ranibizumab into the
retina despite extended use for several days.136 Macro-
molecules administered systemically should overcome first-
pass metabolism and the blood-aqueous/retinal barriers in
order to reach the eye. Studies indicate that less than 0.1% of
drugs administered systemically reach the eye.136 As a result,
intraocular injections remain the most popular and effective
administration route for delivering macromolecules.
4.1.2. Periocular Route. In this route, the drug reaches

through the trans-scleral pathway to the choroid. One of the
popular periocular routes is drug administration in the
subconjunctival area, which is a space underneath the
conjunctiva. In the periocular route, the drug has to pass
through barriers like scleral thickness, choroidal blood
circulation, and BRBs. The advantage of this route is that up
to 500 μL of the drug, the solution can be delivered and this
mode of administration may result in sustained effect.133

Figure 5. Barriers to ocular drug delivery along with routes of ocular drug delivery. Reproduced with permission from Patel C et al.,132 CC BY 4.0.
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Multiple subconjunctival injections of conbercept which is
useful as a therapy for pterygium surgery were found to be very
safe as well as efficacious. The study was conducted on 96
patients by giving them 3 subconjunctival injections of
conbercept (with 0.2 mL) and 5 subconjunctival injections
of 5-fluorouracil (with 0.2 mL). All the study data were
collected from the fifth day after pterygium which is taken as a
baseline to 2 to 4 weeks of postoperation.137 Sub tenon
injections are yet another popular mode of administration. In
one of the studies, a 0.1 mL volume containing 2.5 mg of
bevacizumab was administered using a subtenon injection in
macular edema patients. The study reported an improvement
in short-term vision in the eyes.138 Nanosize formulations may
improve the diffusion of drugs. The combination of micro or
nanoparticles with physical techniques such as ultrasound may
help deliver a sufficient concentration of protein and peptide
molecules.139

4.1.3. Intraocular Route. The intraocular route contains
drug administration directly to the target site without passing
through any tissue membrane and due to the bypass of
membranes increase in bioavailability can be seen. Intraocular
route is further classified into the following.
4.1.4. Intravitreal Route. Intravitreal administrated in-

jections are given directly in the eye’s posterior segment
(vitreous humor) and these are often in the form of suspension
or solution. In the vitreous cavity accumulation of drugs is
done up to a volume of 20−100 μL without affecting visuality.
The elimination of drugs is decreasing due to the large
molecular weight of proteins and peptides. Novel delivery
methods and sustained-release formulations which contain
proteins and peptides are employed for enhancing bioavail-
ability.133 In the condition like neovascular age-related macular
degeneration as per the study administration of faricimab (6
mg) through the intravitreal route successfully enhances the
interval between two doses which shows its excellent sustain
release property with efficacy which ultimately decreases the
burden of treatment on the patient.140

4.1.5. Intrastromal Delivery. It involves the delivery of
drugs directly into the corneal stroma so that the tear fluid
drainage and corneal epithelial barrier can be bypassed easily.
Alike other intraocular routes, the major advantage is barrier
bypass.141 Ucgul et al. demonstrated in one of his studies that
intrastromally administered anti-VEGFs for the treatment of
corneal neovascularization are more beneficial compared to
subconjunctival administration of anti-VEGFs. The study
involved 24 New Zealand white rabbits that were divided
into 4 groups, each containing 6 rabbits. Bevacizumab and
aflibercept were used. In the first group of 6 rabbits,
bevacizumab was given through the intrastromal route,
followed by subconjunctival administration in the other
group. Aflibercept was administered through the intrastromal
route in the third group and by the subconjunctival route in
group 4. The study results showed that there was an 82.5% and
88.1% reduction in corneal neovascularization for bevacizumab
and aflibercept, respectively, after intrastromal administration.
However, this number was only 69.9% and 64.5% for
bevacizumab and aflibercept, respectively, after subconjunctival
administration; hence, this concludes that intrastromal
administration of anti-VEGF drugs has more effectively
regressed corneal neovascularization compared to subconjunc-
tival administration.142

4.1.6. Intracameral Delivery. Intracameral injections are
made directly into the anterior part of the eye. When

intracameral and intrastromal injections are given in
combination, the fungal growth in the anterior region was
reduced compared to conventional therapy. Additionally, it
also reduced the invasion of fungus in the corneal and
prevented the corneal perforation caused by the fungus.143

Intracameral delivery of bevacizumab (1.25) mg dose
significantly improved trabeculectomy success rate compare
to intraoperative mitomycin C. However, intracameral delivery
increased the chance of early filtering bleb leakage.144

4.1.7. Suprachoroidal Delivery. The drug is injected into
the suprachoroidal space, a space located between the choroid
and sclera. Up to 1 mL of the drug solution or suspension can
be delivered in the suprachoroidal space.124 A study was
conducted to assess the distribution and safety of bevacizumab
through the suprachoroidal route in rabbit eyes. Bevacizumab
showed high efficacy and excellent bioavailability with the
rapid distribution. Compared to intravitreal injection, supra-
choroidal administration has 40 times higher Cmax value, i.e.,
1043 ± 597 μg/g in choroid and retina. After 1 day of
suprachoroidal administration of bevacizumab, it was detected
in the posterior part of the eye with a two times lower
concentration. After 1 week of bevacizumab administration,
the concentration reduced from 1043 ± 597 μg/g (Cmax) to
2.36 ± 1.32 μg/g. Moreover, there were no adverse effects,
such as a change in retinal function, inflammation, hemor-
rhages, retinal detachment, and suprachoroidal blebs, were
reported up to 2 months after administration. The intraocular
pressure was increased by more than 16 mm of Hg soon after
suprachoroidal administration but returned to normal after 10
min. The major benefit of suprachoroidal delivery of
bevacizumab was its rapid distribution in choroid layers and
RPE, safety, and minimal invasiveness.145

4.2. Protein and Peptides Modification. Intracameral,
suprachoroidal, intrastromal, and intravitreal injections are
some of the intraocular techniques that are utilized for
successful protein and peptide delivery through the ocular
barriers. Of all these, the intravitreal is the most preferred
method for the administration of protein and peptides to the
posterior segment of the eye. No matter which injection is
utilized for the delivery, the drug is cleared rapidly by the
anterior aqueous humor and the posterior transretinal
elimination pathways.146 As a result, repeated and frequent
doses are required, which in turn increases the burden on
patients and physicians. In addition, repeated injections are
associated with adverse effects after each dose administra-
tion.6,147 These challenges can be overcome in two ways.
4.2.1. Chemical Modification. Clearance can be reduced

and circulating half-life can be enhanced by chemically
modifying the protein using hydrophilic polymers as this will
improve their hydrodynamic diameter. An example of this
technique is PEGylation. In the PEGylation approach,
polyethylene glycol (PEG), a polymer approved by the FDA,
is covalently attached to the sulfhydryl (−SH2) or primary
amino (−NH2) groups of peptides and proteins. The immune
response is reduced and biological activity is enhanced when
PEG chains having a molecular weight from 5 to 40 kDa are
used. Many PEGylated drugs, such as Pegaptanib, are approved
by the FDA and are currently on the market.148 Large
molecular weight PEG units are conjugated to a drug,
increasing the hydrodynamic volume relative to the free drug
and perhaps extending the residence period. For instance,
Pegaptanib (Macugen), an anti-VEGF RNA aptamer con-
jugated with a high molecular weight (40 kDa) of PEG for the
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treatment of neovascular AMD, demonstrated extended tissue
retention as a result of the molecular size increase. Another
illustration is Pegcetacoplan, a cyclic peptide that is PEGylated
to block complement C3 and contains a large molecular weight
PEG moiety (40 kDa) for extended residence time.65 The
intravitreal injections of 15 mg Pegcetacoplan monthly or
every other month for a year produced a strong therapeutic
benefit with AMD patients. Using a self-cleaving linker,
Machinaga et al. attached small medicines to high molecular
weight 4-arm PEG (40 kDa) while demonstrating a long
cleavage half-life. Due to the prolonged retention period and
gradual release of the free medicines, intravitreal injection of
these PEGylated medications had a long-lasting effect on the
rabbit vitreous.149 Apart from PEGylation, alternative
approaches like negative charge on glycosaminoglycan HA,
hydroxyl ethyl starch, and sialic acid also can enhance the half-
life of protein and peptide and are currently under
investigation.6

4.2.2. Genetic Engineering-Based Modifications. Fc frag-
ment of the “IgG receptor and transporter” (FCGRT) gene in
humans encodes for neonatal Fc receptor (FcRn) that is
structurally similar to the major histocompatibility complex
(MHC). A novel genetic fusion-based formulation develop-
ment is using FcRn because of its potential to protect albumin
and IgG from catabolism. Therapeutic protein and peptides’
half-life can be improved by using the FcRn approach because
of its high expression in various ocular tissues like lens
epithelium, conjunctiva lymphatic vessel, retinal blood vessel,
optic nerve, blood vessel, nonpigmented ciliary epithelium,
corneal epithelium and endothelium.150,151 Until now very few
attempts to modify albumin- and IgG-FcRn interactions have
been documented. The documented attempts have mutated
the Fc-domain amino acid residues near the FcRn binding site
and the albumin/antibody half-lives are increased by engineer-
ing the albumin- and IgG-FcRn interaction.152 Two amino acid
residues of bevacizumab were mutated in a study done by
Zalevsky and co-authors that showed a ∼11-fold increase in
the binding affinity at pH 6 for the human FcRn gene.153

Bispecific antibodies (bsAb) are the antibody that can target
both PDGF and VEGF pathways, this has improved AMD
treatment. Despite the success, the bsAb is not clinically used
because of its immunogenicity, processing, and manufacturing
issues.6

5. NOVEL APPROACHES FOR THE DELIVERY OF
PROTEIN AND PEPTIDES

Over the last 20 years, the ophthalmology market has
developed substantially because of the demand for newer
therapeutic methods for the treatment of chronic ocular
illnesses.154 The introduction of the antivascular endothelial
growth factor (anti-VEGF), aptamer pegaptanib sodium, and
monoclonal antibody ranibizumab in the early 21st century
accelerated the development of proteins and peptides in the
ophthalmic market. It is anticipated that the sales of biological
medicines for ocular ailments would reach 35.7 billion US
Dollar (USD) globally by the end of the year 2025.155 Protein
therapies demonstrated tremendous potential for the treatment
of ocular ailments, with benefits such as higher potency, low
toxicity, decreased drug−drug interaction, and improved
chemical and biological diversity. However, the distribution
of these macromolecules is limited by degradation, limited
permeability, short half-lives, and immunogenicity. So, it is
crucial to develop novel ocular delivery systems for proteins
and peptides in order to efficiently deliver these molecules to
biological tissues.155−157 The application of nanotechnology
for ocular therapy has produced positive results.158−162

Nanoparticulate systems can be used to entrap or encapsulate
protein and peptide drugs. Further, these molecules can be
adsorbed or covalently bonded to the nanosystem.160,163 Many
types of nanoparticulate systems with distinct properties such
as polymeric nanoparticles, dendritic structures micelles, solid
lipid nanoparticles, nanostructured lipids, lipid nanocapsules,
and liposomes, have been studied for the delivery of water-
soluble macromolecules.161 Nanotechnology could enhance
bioavailability by improving its drug solubility and perme-
ability.164 In addition, the drug which is encapsulated in the

Figure 6. Novel approaches for ocular delivery of protein and peptides.
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nanosystems could make the drug less apparent to the immune
system and provide sustain release.164−167 Nanosized carriers
can defend encapsulated peptide drugs from enzymatic
degradation and from tear turnover and thus provide sustained
release of drugs. In addition, employing a mucoadhesive
polymer in the preparation of nanocarriers enables the complex
to adhere to the corneal epithelium for a long time.168 This
strategy is primarily used for the monoclonal antibodies which
are in clinical use for some time.169 Some of the most popular
novel approaches for the ocular delivery of protein and
peptides are shown in Figure 6.
5.1. New Formulations and Nanosystems for the

Delivery of Proteins and Peptides. 5.1.1. Co-adminis-
tration with Permeability Enhancer. These are various groups
of agents that are co-administrated with protein and peptides
because of their property of increasing either aqueous solubility
or permeation of protein and peptides which leads to enhanced
bioavailability. The following are groups of agents used:
5.1.1.1. Cyclodextrins. Cyclodextrins (CD) are truncated

cone-shaped oligosaccharides that are water-soluble in nature.
α-CD, β-CD, and γ-CD are naturally occurring cyclodextrins.
The major difference between these naturally occurring
cyclodextrins is in the number of “α-(1−4)-linked glucopyr-
anose” subunits (six, seven, and eight, respectively).170

Semisynthetic derivatives like sulfobutylether β-CD, hydrox-
ypropyl-β-CD, hydroxypropyl-γ-CD, and randomly methylated
β-CD have been developed over a decade and have
significantly enhanced properties like aqueous solubility.171

Cyclodextrins consist of hydrophilic hydroxyl functional
groups attached to the external surfaces of their molecule
and lipophilic Cavities inside it.172 A lipophilic drug that has a
poor aqueous solubility can be entrapped inside the hydro-
phobic cavity, and weak hydrophobic interactions are seen
between them but not bound covalently. In the cavity, they are
protected and the complex is called the guest−host inclusion
complex.173 The drug in the complex is allowed to interact
with the corneal epithelium-like lipophilic membrane by the
cyclodextrins as they cannot permeate through this membrane
because of their large size. Cyclodextrins are considered GRAS
(generally regarded as safe) molecules because of this they
have various applications in the pharmaceutical industry for
improving the drug’s bioavailability, and stability, enhancing
solubility, and masking drug irritation effects.171 Formation/
dissociation of the drug-CD inclusion complex is a dynamic
process and, in this process, spontaneous drug uptake and
release occur in the aqueous environment.174,175 The drug
release from the complex and its absorption to the epithelial
membrane occurs in the aqueous environment of tear film
when lipid extraction causes a temporary disruption of the
member due to cyclodextrins-members interactions.170,171

Laura Lorenzo-Soler et al. developed microsuspension-based
eye drops of 3% cediranib maleate and γ-cyclodextrin through
the autoclaving method. While autoclaving the drug degrada-
tion was prevented by the addition of heat stabilizers. The
prepared eye drops were then administered in rabbits and
cediranib concentration was measured after 3 h. Approx-
imately, 10 ± 6 nM and 737 ± 460 nM of cediranib were
found in the vitreous humor and retina, respectively. Cediranib
levels obtained in the retina were 100 times higher than the
reported IC50 value of the type-II VEGF receptor. This study
demonstrated the ability of cyclodextrin to act as a
permeability enhancer for ocular protein and peptide
delivery.176

5.1.1.2. Chelating Agents. Corneal epithelium acts as a
highly resistant barrier to all hydrophilic molecules e.g.,
proteins and peptides. The resistance to the movement of
hydrophilic molecules is mainly due to the intercellular tight
junction existing between epithelial cells which hinders
paracellular transport. The activity of the tight junctions is
dependent on the undetermined calcium ions availabil-
ity.171,177 Chelating agents, specifically those which binds to
the calcium ions, are used as formulation stabilizer. The use of
chelating agents leads to disruption of adherents and tight
junctions due to interstitial calcium ions segregation, hence
resulting in the loss of barrier properties of the epithelium.171

Examples of calcium chelating agents include ethylene glycol-
bis(β-aminoethyl)-N,N,N′,N′ tetraacetic acid (EGTA), ethyl-
enediamine-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (EDTA), ethylenedi-
amine-N,N′-disuccinic acid (EDDS), and 1,2-bis(o-
aminophenoxy)ethane-N,N,N′,N′-tetraacetic acid (BAPTA).
The major drawbacks of these agents are their toxicity
implications following long-term use. Studies have shown
that EDTA gets accumulated in the ciliary body and iris and
also affects uveal tract-related endothelial cells and capil-
laries.178 Despite its extensive use in ocular delivery, chelating
agents are not widely used for the ocular delivery of protein
and peptides. However, there are studies in which chelating
agents are used to enhancing the ocular delivery of bioactive
proteins. For instance, in one study IFNβ was coupled with
dextran using diethylenetriaminepentaacetic acid (DTPA), a
chelating agent, for the treatment of choroidal neovasculariza-
tion (CNV) in rabbits. IFNβ-dextran-DTPA and free IFNβ
were administered for 4 weeks. The results reported that the
complex had successfully inhibited the progression of CNV
whereas free IFNβ had no significant effect on CNV.179

5.1.1.3. Surfactants. Surfactants are compounds that act on
the surface present between aqueous and nonaqueous
mediums, where they decrease the interfacial surface tension.
Surfactants contain both hydrophilic and lipophilic moieties.171

In the pharmaceutical industry, they are generally used as an
excipient that either increases the solubility of formulation
components or enhances the permeability of the drug by
altering the permeability of the membrane. In the eye the
membrane permeation is altered by various methods like
disrupting mucin and tear film, abolishing their protective
properties, loosening the continuous intercellular tight
junctions, or modifying the cell membrane of epithelium
which leads to the annihilation of membrane integrity. The
specific properties of surfactants and their type are determined
by the polar group present in them. Based on the polar group,
they have been classified into 4 groups: anionic, cationic,
nonionic, and zwitter ion. Anionic surfactants have a negative
polar group while cationic have a positive polar group and
zwitter ion has both positive and negative charges. The charge
present on the zwitter ion is dependent on the environmental
conditions. The nonionic surfactants as the name suggest do
not have any charge on their polar group, they are the
preferred compound for the ocular delivery of drug as they
enhance the formulation stability, drug solubility, biocompat-
ibility, and also has very low toxicity compared to all the other
type of surfactants.180,181 Bija et al.182 conducted a study to
demonstrate the suitability of rabbit cornea as a substitute for
the human cornea in in vivo applications. This group
investigated the permeability-enhancing effects of 20%
dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO) and 0.01% benzalkonium
chloride. The findings indicated that these substances
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effectively increased the permeability of cyclosporin A through
the rabbit corneas. Sakshi et al.183 conducted a study using
Saponin, benzalkonium chloride, EDTA, and paraben for
permeation of luteinizing hormone-releasing hormone and
thyrotropin-releasing hormone through rabbit’s cornea and
conjunctiva. In this, two enhancers were surfactants, these were
saponin (a natural surfactant) and benzalkonium chloride
(BAC) (a cationic surfactant). It was reported that saponin
0.5%, BAC 0.05%, and BAC 0.1% enhanced the permeability
of both hormones. Overall, all the penetration enhancers
increased the permeability through the cornea more compare
to the conjunctiva. While surfactants have been popularly used
as solubility enhancers and permeation enhancers in
ophthalmic systems, concerns related to toxicity/irritation of
surfactants remains as a concern.
5.1.1.4. Other Amphiphilic Compounds. Many fatty acid

substances are also utilized for facilitating drug permeation.
They act by changing cell-membrane properties and by acting
on junctions between tissues by making them loose. Clear
solution-forming semifluorinated alkanes (SFAs) are amphi-
philic compounds that have been used for ocular protein and
peptide delivery.171 Agarwal et al.184 conducted a study
comparing the topical ocular delivery of cyclosporin A (CsA)
through two commercially available emulsions, Ikervis and
Restasis, and two SFAs, perfluorobutylpentane (F4H5) and
perfluorohexyloctane (F6H8). Corneal permeability was
assessed by calculating the area under the curve (AUC) for
4 h and plotting a graph of time versus corneal concentration
of CsA per gram of cornea (ng/g). The results showed that a
single dose of CsA (0.05%) in F4H5 and F6H8 had nearly 8-
fold higher permeability compared to Restasis. Apart from that,
the permeability of 0.1% CsA in F4H5 is also approximately
five times higher compared to the permeability of CsA from
Ikervis. This study demonstrated that fatty acids substance has
their application ocular delivery of protein and peptides.
5.1.2. Nanoparticles Based on Polymer. Polymeric nano-

particles are versatile drug delivery platforms with the ability to
protect their cargo from rapid degradation, sustain the drug
release, increase the drug half-life (t1/2), penetrate physiological
barriers, and deliver the drug to the target cells by either
passive or active targeting mechanisms.185

5.1.2.1. Poly(lactic-co-glycolic Acid) (PLGA) Based Nano-
particles. Poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) PLGA has been studied
extensively in polymeric nanoparticles because of its ability to
transport molecules effectively. The biodegradability and
biocompatibility of PLGA is the reason why it is being
employed in drug delivery systems. PLGA is made up of lactic
acid and glycolic acid.186 Intravitreal injection of bevacizumab
showed similar efficacy and significant cost reduction
compared to ranibizumab. Consequently, most efforts have
been devoted to the creation of nanoparticles as carriers for
bevacizumab.187,188 The size of bevacizumab-loaded PLGA
nanoparticles is between 200 and 300 nm189−194 or smaller193

when prepared by a double emulsion solvent evaporation
technique. The activity of protein and peptide drugs entrapped
inside nanoparticles may alter with the formulation method,
excipients used, and aggregate formation. For instance, the
concentration and activity of bevacizumab decreased dramat-
ically when it is encapsulated by the double-emulsion solvent
evaporation method. To protect bevacizumab performance,
several additives were explored. Albumin showed promising
and most effective protection of bevacizumab against
emulsification stress during the preparation of nanoparticles

with a particle size of 197 nm, narrow size distribution,
negative zeta potential, and higher encapsulation which is
82.4%.190 Bevacizumab encapsulation into PLGA nanoparticles
prolonged the residency of bevacizumab in the vitreous and
aqueous humor. Further, PLGA encapsulation had no
significant toxicity effect in vitro and in vivo. Bevacizumab-
encapsulated in PLGA nanoparticles showed significant
antiangiogenic efficiency for treating corneal and retinal
neovascularization.193 The effectiveness of bevacizumab-loaded
PLGA nanoparticles was investigated on corneal and retinal
neovascularization in mice. The maximum concentration of
bevacizumab in the vitreous was reached 7 days after injection
of bevacizumab-PLGA nanoparticles. No evidence of ocular
toxicity was observed following the ocular injection of PLGA
nanoparticles. The distribution in the posterior segment was
seen with a reduction in concentration after 7−21 days of
administration. The maximum concentration of bevacizumab
in the vitreous and aqueous segments was observed after 6
days following the administration of bevacizumab-loaded
PLGA nanoparticles. This clearly indicates that PLGA
nanoparticles could prolong the residency of bevacizumab
and produce long-lasting drug concentration compared with
bevacizumab solution.193 A similar outcome was reported with
bevacizumab nanoparticle-based on mesoporous silica, in
which the maximum concentration was achieved after 7 days
of administration.195 In different studies, the structure of
bevacizumab after encapsulation in PLGA nanoparticles and
after the drug release from PLGA nanoparticles was
investigated. The secondary structure of bevacizumab is
dominated by β-sheets (typical IgG), which may result due
to the lyophilization procedure used in the formulation of
PLGA nanoparticles as removal of water in lyophilization
results in the development of intermolecular sheets.
Bevacizumab exhibited conformational changes when com-
bined with PLGA nanoparticles. Moreover, refolding of its
structure might occur after release from nanoparticles as
evidenced by the circular dichroism spectra of released
bevacizumab, which was identical to the spectrum of native
bevacizumab. For the long-term stability of bevacizumab-
PLGA nanoparticles prepared by lyophilization, a study was
conducted employing trehalose and bevacizumab for coencap-
sulation. A 10% w/v trehalose coating was done on
nanoparticles to preserve the physical and chemical properties
of the nanoparticles as well as the secondary and tertiary
structure of bevacizumab. The antiangiogenic efficacy was
maintained for at least six months.196

In an alternative approach, bevacizumab-coated polylactic
acid (PLA) nanoparticles (265 nm) were encapsulated into the
porous PLGA microparticles (11.61 μm). The VEGF-165
binding activity as well as the physical and chemical stability of
bevacizumab was found to be preserved at 37 °C during the 4-
month investigation. Additionally, no detectable aggregates of
protein were found until the end of the study. Bevacizumab
PLA nanoparticles inside the porous PLGA microparticles
showed higher sustained distribution in the vitreous segment
of rats after intravitreal injection, with a concentration of 21.1
μg/mL on day 1 and 13.96 μg/mL on day 45. After 2 months,
the drug presence in the sclera, choroid-retinal pigment
epithelial, vitreous, and lens tissue suggests sustained drug
delivery.194 Coating of PLGA nanoparticles with mucoadhesive
polymers such as chitosan has been investigated for topical and
periocular routes of delivery. Chitosan is a hydrophilic
polysaccharide with cationic properties and is commonly
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used in ophthalmic preparations as it can strongly bind with
negatively charged cellular surfaces of the conjunctiva and
corneal surface. Bevacizumab PLGA nanoparticle coated with
chitosan exhibited very sluggish and steady release of the
drug.192 Bevacizumab inhibited endothelial cell proliferation in
vitro, whereas nanoparticle formulation inhibited VEGF-
induced endothelial cell proliferation, migration, and tube
formation more effectively than antibody solution.189 Recently,
there was no significant in vitro or in vivo cytotoxicity or tissue
harm in the case of bevacizumab encapsulated PLGA system.
For treating corneal neovascularization and retinal neo-
vascularization in an oxygen-induced model of retinal angio-
genesis, it showed improved in vivo antiangiogenic efficacy of
bevacizumab. Therefore, the scientist concluded that this
formulation of BEV-PLGA-NPs could boost the bioavailability
and decreases the toxicity of the drug during ocular
angiogenesis. Similarly, the mesoporous silica-based nano-
particle demonstrated a higher antiangiogenic effect in in vitro
assays of VEGF-induced endothelial cell proliferation. In a
different study, mesoporous silica-based inorganic nano-
particles with layered double hydroxide (LDH) (SiO2@
LDH-DOX) were formulated for the targeting of VEGF.
SiO2@LDH-DOX NPs were modified with bevacizumab in
order to minimize the toxicity of the DOX to the healthy
surrounding structures and tissues. These modified nano-
particles will increase its targeting potential and will aid in the
antiangiogenic properties provided by doxorubicin. The
formulation showed an average diameter of 253 ± 10 nm.
For the comparison between SiO2@LDH-BEV-DOX and
SiO2@LDH-DOX confocal microscopy was utilized. Modified
NPs were accumulated quickly into the nuclei and in higher
quantity than that unmodified NPs, indicating their accurate
targeting VEGF efficiency.197 Though PLGA NPs offer several
advantages, they suffer from drawbacks such as the initial burst
release of drugs, which may result in toxicity.198 Further,
unanticipated inflammatory and immune responses were
reported in the vitreous and retina following intravitreal
injection due to the acidic degradation products from PLGA
polymer.199 Several studies were reported in literature with an
intent to sustain the release of bevacizumab using nanocarrier
systems. PLGA nanoparticles of bevacizumab resulted in more
than 40% of drug release in the first 2 h in a medium of
phosphate buffer saline, followed by a continuous release over
the next week and delayed release for up to 3 weeks.193

Bevacizumab PLGA nanoparticles coated with chitosan
exhibits very sluggish and steady release that has not attained
complete release for 3 days (maximum 25%).192 In an ex vivo
study employing rabbit vitreous, bevacizumab PLGA nano-
particles showed burst release (10.3%) of encapsulated dose,
followed by a gradual drug release.200 Bevacizumab PLA
nanoparticles encapsulated within porous PLGA microparticles
produce sustained release of bevacizumab in vitro, with a
cumulative release of 67% to 81% after 4 months.194 PLGA
nanoparticles have also been examined as a carrier system for
aflibercept. About 75% of the drug was released after 7 days
from the spherical nanoparticles, whereas the aflibercept
solution released its whole payload in 24 h.201

The combination of PLGA and magnetite nanoparticles
(Fe3O4) have been reported in literature as smart carriers of
drugs. Efficient inhibition of the tube formation was shown by
ranibizumab-conjugated iron oxide (Fe3O4)/polyethylene
glycol-poly lactide-co-glycolide (PEG−PLGA) in the Matri-
gel-based assay method using human umbilical vein endothelial

cells.202 Surface modification of the PLGA nanoparticles can
enhance their ocular performance. As matter of fact, chitosan-
coated BEV-PLGA-NPs resulted in an increase in the
mucoadhesiveness of the system with pig mucin suspension.
This resulted in enhanced scleral permeation, due to
interaction between the negatively charged scleral surface
and the positively charged amino group present in chitosan
coating. This coated nanoparticulate systems resulted in
nonirritant and well-tolerated by the chorioallantoic mem-
brane, indicating safe ocular administration. Similarly, for
VEGF targeting for both the diagnostic and therapeutic
pathways, Goel et al. formulated sunitinib-loaded mesoporous
silica nanoparticles. Sunitinib was selected because of its ability
to inhibit receptor kinase. The surface of nanoparticles was
modified with polyethylene glycol, anti-VEGFR ligand
VEGF121 and radioisotope 64Cu. The determination of
morphological changes after surface modification was done
by the transmission electron microscope (TEM). More
efficient targeting was achieved in the case of thiolated
surface-modified VEGF sunitinib NPs as compared to
nonsurface-modified NPs. Higher drug accumulation within
the targeted site was achieved with little to no interaction with
neighboring structures and cells.203

In another study, cetuximab (CTX) conjugated docetaxel
(DTX) loaded nanoparticles were formulated by Patel et al.
DTX is associated with toxicity and limited aqueous solubility.
As compared to DTX nanoparticles and free drugs, CET-DTX-
NPs showed highest reduction in proliferation. Higher
intracellular uptake was achieved due to specific binding
affinity of CET with EGFRs. These nanosystems showed site-
specific sustained drug delivery when compared to DTX NPs.
Enhancement of the safety margin was observed with the
reduced dose-dependent toxicity.204 Though PLGA NPs offer
several advantages, they suffer from drawbacks such as the
initial burst release of drugs, which may result in toxicity.205

Further, unanticipated inflammatory and immune responses
were reported in the vitreous and retina following intravitreal
injection due to the acidic degradation products from PLGA
polymer.206

5.1.2.2. Chitosan-Based Nanoparticles. Chitosan is a
biocompatible, mucoadhesive, and biodegradable polymer
widely used in ocular drug delivery. Due to its positively
charged amino group, it can bind electrostatically with the
negatively charged mucous layer.207 Cyclic peptide cyclo-
sporine-loaded chitosan nanoparticles were investigated for the
ocular mucosa. Upon topical instillation to rabbits, a
therapeutic level of cyclosporine was achieved in the external
ocular segment including cornea and conjunctiva for a
minimum of 48 h with maintaining negligible to undetectable
levels in the inner segment.208 Bevacizumab-loaded chitosan
nanoparticle of 188 nm size showed a loading efficiency of 38%
and the in vitro drug release lasted up to 21 days. Upon
subtenon injection administration system penetrated into the
sclera and achieved a high level of intravitreal concentration of
peptide and did not show any significance allergic or
inflammatory reaction.209 Similarly, bevacizumab chitosan
nanoparticles formulated by emulsification evaporation meth-
od with a particle size of 90 nm were investigated for the
production of VEGF and VEGF mRNA in the retinas of
diabetic rats. Findings revealed that BEC−CS-NPs have a
longer duration of action and lower VEGF expression than a
solution.210 Chitosan-based nanoparticles ranging from 17 to
350 nm with ranibizumab as carrier drugs in the PLGA
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microparticles were investigated separately. In one study,
nanoparticles incorporating chitosan N-acetyl L-cysteine, the
system exhibited 69% of entrapment efficiency, and delayed
drug release was released. The addition of tripolyphosphate
(TPP) to this system accelerated protein release and reduced
entrapment efficiency. Ranibizumab release form all systems
protected its structural integrity and activity.211

5.1.2.3. Human Serum Albumin (HSA) Based Nano-
particles. Protein nanoparticles were also explored in ocular
drug delivery as they offer several advantages such as
biodegradability, ease of size control, surface modification,
stability, and low immunogenicity.212 Human serum album
(HSA)-based bevacizumab nanoparticles were reported in the
literature as it is the most abundant protein found in the
human body. Bevacizumab-NPs were formulated by desolva-
tion and freeze-drying procedures without any physical or
chemical modification. These nanoparticles were of size 310
nm and showed an initial burst effect followed by a sustained
release at a rate of 6 μg/hour. The nanoparticles demonstrated
a much higher ability to block VEGF than the free
bevacizumab following once-daily topical treatment in a rat
corneal neovascularization model. This nanosystem signifi-

cantly reduced inflammation, edema, and fibroblast activity.
PEGylation of these nanoparticles did not show any enhance-
ment of the antiangiogenic properties of bevacizumab.213 The
same formulation of HSA NPs with glutaraldehyde cross-
linking was reported to be unsuitable for successfully loading
bevacizumab because of the inactivation of the antibody.214

HSA NPs stabilized with Gantrez ES-425 exhibited a higher
loading of the antibody with a burst release of the drug
followed by sustained release.215 Polymeric nanoparticulate
systems can be considered promising in ocular therapy based
on the outcomes reported by different studies in the literature
in terms of enhancement in efficacy, permeability, and
controlled and targeted drug delivery of protein and peptide
drugs.216

5.1.2.4. Toxicity of Polymeric Nanoparticles. Polymeric
nanoparticles are widely in ophthalmic drug delivery. However,
their long-term toxicity remains unclear. For example, chitosan
nanoparticles are rapidly taken up by conjunctival and corneal
epithelium within a few hours with causing inflammation of the
ocular surface. Nevertheless, the long-term exposure these
nanoparticles should be observed. The toxicity of PCL, PLGA,
and PEGylated PLGA was studied in human retinal vascular

Figure 7. (A) In vivo imaging of SD rats after intravitreal injection of Cy7-labled bevacizumab (CB) and Cy7-labled bevacizumab multivesicular
liposomes (CB-MVLs) at 0.5, 1, 3, 7, and 14 days, respectively. (B) The concentrations of bevacizumab multivesicular liposomes (Bev-MVLs) and
bevacizumab solution (Bev-S) at 3, 7, 14, 21, 28, 42, and 56 days in the vitreous humor, and (C) in aqueous humor. (D) The comparison of
bevacizumab concentrations between the vitreous and aqueous humor after intravitreal injection of Bev-MVLs, and (E) of Bev-S (mean ± SD, n =
3). Reproduced with permission from Mu et al.221 CC BY 4.0.
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endothelial progenitor cells and ARPE-19 cell lines. No toxicity
was observed with PEGylated PLGA, while both PLGA and
PCL exhibited toxic effects. Similarly, hyaluronic acid-PLGA
NPs were found to be nontoxicity to RPE cells. These studies
suggest that surface modification of PLGA nanoparticles might
reduce their toxicity.
5.1.3. Nanoparticles Based on Lipids. Compared with the

polymeric nano system, lipid-based nanoparticles are used to a
lesser degree in the delivery of protein and peptides. This is
due to the fact that lipids in the formulation tend to limit the
loading of hydrophilic protein entities such as anti-VEGF
agents. However, lipid-based systems offer low antigenicity and
toxicity due to which some progress has been made.
5.1.3.1. Liposomes. Liposomes are spherical entities with an

amphiphilic phospholipid bilayer and an aqueous core inside.
Liposomes’ core−shell nanostructure allows them to load both
hydrophobic and hydrophilic compounds. Hydrophobic
medications are often enclosed in the shell’s lipophilic bilayers,
while hydrophilic drugs are entrapped in the core’s aqueous
phase.217,218 Stealth liposomes and conventional liposomes
with DPPC:DPPE:DPPG:cholesterol with a composition of
60:10:0:30, 65:5:5:30, and 60:5:5:30 were developed for the
bevacizumab drug delivery. All formulations showed extended
drug release and prevented protein degradation under
accelerated stability studies. Additionally, the presence of
adjuvants such as trehalose and β-carotene maintained the
stability of the antibody present in the formulation. Adjuvants
also seemed to maintain cell viability after incubation of
bevacizumab-encapsulated liposomes, whereas in the case of
bevacizumab solution cell viability decreased. Upon single
intravitreal administration, bevacizumab encapsulated within
the liposomes minimum therapeutic concentration was
maintained for up to weeks, whereas the solution was
eliminated prior to 6 weeks. This indicates that liposomal
formulation provides a slow release of bevacizumab and retains
its activity.219 Similarly, another liposomal formulation of
bevacizumab prepared, upon intravitreal injection showed high
drug concentration in the posterior chamber (48 μg/mL) after
28 days compared to bevacizumab solution injection (28 μg/
mL) after the same time and slower clearance was observed in
case of the liposomal formulation.220

Multivesicular liposomes (MVLs) are known to provide high
encapsulation efficiency for water-soluble drugs due to the
high-volume ratio of 95:5 (aqueous: lipid). Further, MVLs
form a drug-depot at the site of drug administration for
prolonged release and minimize the initial burst release of
drugs.221 A multivesicular liposome formulation was developed
to improve bevacizumab bioavailability by the double
emulsification method. The addition of 10% human serum
albumin helped in maintaining the antibody activity.
Bevacizumab multivesicular liposomes demonstrated a sus-
tained release of the drug in various media and attained 80%
encapsulation efficiency of the antibody. The structural
integrity of the antibody was also maintained postrelease.
Slower clearance of bevacizumab-loaded liposomes was
observed compared to the solution. In vivo imaging tests in
rats after intravitreal injection confirmed the sustained release
capabilities of the formulation (Figure 7). Bevacizumab
concentration and half-life were higher in the vitreous
following bevacizumab-laden multivesicular liposomal injection
compared to antibody solution. The area under the curve was
twice higher as the antibody solution. Moreover, bevacizumab-
loaded multivesicular liposomes could successfully decrease the
thickness of choroidal neovascularization lesions in the animal
model.221

Short-term studies in rabbits following subconjunctival and
vitreal injections indicate liposomes are safe and effective for
ocular drug delivery. However, the long-term toxicity of
liposomes should be assessed in order to realize its clinical
applicability.
5.1.3.2. Solid Lipid Nanoparticles. Other lipid-based

nanoparticles such as solid lipid nanoparticles (SLNs) are
composed of crystallized lipids with drugs-incorporated in a
highly ordered crystalline structure and stabilized with the help
of emulsifiers. SLNs were first created utilizing lipids with
melting points higher than room temperature and body
temperature. Examples of such liquids include triglycerides,
fatty acids, and waxes. SLNs offer various advantages, including
enhanced stability, superior drug protection, controlled drug
release and tunable features by lipid components.222−224

Various types of lipid nanoparticles are shown in Figure 8.
SLNs were investigated in the delivery of bevacizumab.

SLNs of bevacizumab have been prepared by fatty acid

Figure 8. Types of lipid nanoparticles: (a) liposomes, (b) solid lipid nanoparticles, and (c) nanostructured lipid carrier. Reproduced with
permission from Xu et al.225 CC BY 4.0.
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coacervation technique using hydrophobic ion pair between
antibody and sodium dioctyl sulfosuccinate to enhance
lipophilicity of antibody and facilitate its entrapment inside
SLNs. This homogeneous formulation showed an entrapment
efficiency of nearly 30%. SLNs of bevacizumab dramatically
reduced endothelial cell migration at a concentration 100−50
times lower than those of free bevacizumab. The nanocarrier
formulation was 100−200 times more effective than the free
drug at inhibiting the development of endothelial tubes.
Although SLNs of bevacizumab were created as a therapeutic
alternative for the treatment of glioblastoma, in vitro data
indicated its usefulness in the treatment of ocular angio-
genesis.226

5.1.3.3. Nanostructure Lipid Carriers. Nanostructure lipid
carriers (NLCs) were developed as the second-generation
SLNs system by replacing the fractional solid lipids
components of SLNs with liquid lipids, resulting in a larger
drug incorporation space and stability overtime.227 NLCs is a
potential drug delivery method with better drug retention and
higher loading capability.225,228 It has been suggested that
NLC could increase drug loading and stability more than SLN
formulations, probably due to the creation of a less ordered
lipid matrix, by mixing solid lipid and oil. The mixed lipid
matrix could prevent or reduce drug expulsion during
storage.229 Andrade et al. formulated NLC of voriconazole
by using solid (glyceryl behenate) and liquid lipids (capric
caprylic triglycerides). Entrapment efficiency (EE) was found
to be superior with 77.7% as compared to SLNs prepared by
Kumar et al. (EE was reported in between 40% to 60%).230,231

Genistein loaded SLN and NLC were synthesized by Andrade
at al. Based on the stability, drug release, skin permeation, and
electron paramagnetic resonance studies, NLC of Genistein
was found to be more flexible than SLN. Genistein was
released more slowly from NLC than from SLN. This study
demonstrated that NLC has a more fluid matrix than SLN,
which would indicate that obtaining more fluid systems is
desirable since more drug is retained inside the lipid
matrixes.232 Lactoferrin-loaded NLCs as a new therapeutic
alternative for the keratoconus treatment was synthesized by
Fernandez et al., using double emulsion/solvent evaporation
method. NLCs were spherical and uniform in shape with an
average particle size of 119.45 ± 11.44 nm (PDI, 0.151 ±
0.045), and a zeta potential of 17.50 ± 2.53 mV. A controlled
release of lactoferrin was observed suggesting their use as a
possible delivery vehicle for hydrophilic drugs. This study also
confirmed mucoadhesive properties of NLCs through electro-
static forces for at least 240 min with no evidence of tissue
cytotoxicity. The versatility of these lipid nanosystems make
them attractive vehicles in topical ophthalmic delivery.233

5.1.3.4. Lipid Nanocapsules. In order to improve ocular
therapy, a novel hybrid formulation based on lipid nano
capsules with bevacizumab on the surface and triamcinolone
acetonide in the inner core was recently reported. This system
was designed to show complementary and synergistic activity
in the endotoxin-induced uveitis rabbit model.234 A phase
inversion-insertion one-step approach for drug loading and
surface-modification of nano capsules was utilized. This
process involves post insertion of a bifunctional polymer,
followed by antibody coupling via “click” chemistry. The nano
capsules were negatively charged with a size of 102 nm and a
drug loading of 56% in the lipid core. Additionally, the
antibody retained its bioactivity following attachment to nano
capsules as demonstrated through inhibition of endothelial cell

migration and inhibition of in vitro VEGF-induced capillary
formation. As a result, it offers a viable alternative for
improving the treatment of eye disorders that are brought on
by inflammation and/or neovascularisation.235 Lipid nano-
particles constitute an effective method for drug delivery due
to their simple formation and the potential for postformulation
improvements. Also, the lipids employed in the preparation are
well-known for their safety and biocompatibility. Despite the
significant challenge of loading hydrophilic molecules in lipid-
based nanoparticles, progress has been seen in this area of
study with promising outcomes regarding the impact of
bevacizumab loaded both in vitro and in vivo.
5.1.4. Hydrogels. Hydrogel contains a multidimensional

polymer network type of structure with physical or chemical
bonding and is biocompatible for intraocular delivery.236,237

The physical bonding is explained through van der Waals
forces, hydrogen bonds, and ionic bonds, while the presence of
covalent bonds among the polymer chains is an example of
chemical bonding.238,239 Maintenance of the drug concen-
tration in the vitreous part of the ocular regions can be
achieved via certain mechanisms like the sustained release of
the drug from hydrogel which is ultimately possible because of
these types of chemicals as well as physical bonding or
interactions. Certain molecules like chitosan and hyaluronic
acids are examples of polymers which are natural poly-
saccharides used in the preparation of hydrogels.240 In situ
hydrogel system for drug delivery in the posterior region of the
eye is adopted in recent times due to its various benefits like
sustained drug release, prolonged half-lives in intravitreal drug
delivery, ease of administration, and accurate dosing. Initially,
it is given through the intravitreal route and further, it is
converted into gel due to changes in certain parameters like
temperature or pH.241−243 The hydrophilic nature of hydrogels
prevents the potential destruction of labile biomacromolecules,
unlike implants that are often composed of hydrophobic
polymers. The adjustable nature of the hydrogel network
permits the release of drugs at a desirable rate. According to
one study conducted by Rauck et al., bevacizumab containing
poly(ethylene glycol)-poly(serinol hexamethylene urethane)
hydrogel showed sustained release of the drug until 9 weeks in
rabbits following intravitreal injection. The presence of gel in
the vitreous humor showed no evidence of inflammation
histologically and IOP levels remained normal throughout the
study. The levels of bevacizumab obtained from the gel were
found to be 4.7 times higher than its concentrations from bolus
injections.244 Hyaluronic acid and dextran are widely used
polymers in ophthalmology due to their excellent biocompat-
ibility. The property of hyaluronidase (Hyal) to catalyze the
degradation of HA has been exploited for decades to increase
the penetration of biopharmaceutical drugs across ocular tissue
barriers. According to a study, a combination of anti-VEGF
drugs along with hyaluronic acids (hyaluronan binding
peptides) also makes drug release prolonged in the vitreous
region which directly enhances the efficacy of a drug for 3−4
times in monkeys and rabbits for the treatment of corneal
neovascularization.245 One of the five homologous hyalur-
onidases encoded in the human genome is called human Hyal-
1 (hHyal-1). It cleaves HA substrates of various sizes in a size-
independent manner to tetrasaccharides and is abundantly
expressed in the majority of tissues. The bee venom
hyaluronidase (bvHyal), whose structure has been demon-
strated in conjunction with a HA tetrasaccharide, shares 31%
sequence identity with the amino acid residues in the N-
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terminal of hHyal-1. Additionally, it is believed that Hyal-1’s
EGF domains facilitate protein−protein interactions that are
frequently linked to the control of growth and development.246

Another pure type of recombinant human hyaluronidase,
rHuPH20, has demonstrated potential for increasing dexa-
methasone levels in serum and ocular tissues (choroid and
retina). It is currently undergoing Phase I clinical research for
multiple myeloma (NCT02519452). Recombinant human
hyaluronidase’s potential to facilitate drug administration offers
promise in the development of protein and peptide-based
ocular formulations, even though blocking a vital stromal
component like HA may result in some immunogenic reactions
in the body.247 Furthermore, a combination of anti-VEGF
drugs along with hyaluronic acids (hyaluronan binding
peptides) resulted in prolonged drug release in the vitreous
region. This strategy directly enhanced the efficacy of drugs 3−
4 times in monkeys and rabbits for the treatment of corneal
neovascularization.248

Moreover, in a study by Yu et al., in situ gel made up of
hyaluronic acid/dextran was loaded with bevacizumab and
tested in rabbits following intravitreal injection. The in situ gel
was able to maintain therapeutic concentrations of bevacizu-
mab in rabbit eyes at the relevant concentration for at least 6
months with no adverse events such as hemorrhage, retinal
detachment, inflammation, or other gross pathological
changes.249 The research conducted so far clearly indicates
that hydrogels provide an option for far fewer intravitreal
injections (weeks or months). Many of the hydrogel polymers
are not included in commercial formulations as studies should
be carried out in humans to evaluate their long-term
biocompatibility.
5.2. New Strategies for the Delivery of Proteins and

Peptides. 5.2.1. Dendrimers. Dendrimers are monodispersed,
well-defined, homogeneous tree-like branches containing
structure that has the ability to conjugate and/or entrap high
molecular weight compounds. Polyamidoamines (PAMAM),
poly aryl ethers, polyamides (polypeptides), polyesters, and
polyamines are some of the most utilized dendrimers.250,251

Dendrimers have application in targeted drug delivery because
of the multiple functional groups present on their surface
which strengthen ligand−receptor binding and causes
accelerated response against dendrimer stimuli. Furthermore,
the surface charge and molecular weight are also essential
properties of dendrimers that influence their accumulation and
rate of drug release. Compared to anionic and uncharged
dendrimers, cationic dendrimers have greater absorption
because of their better interaction with lipid bilayers.252

To date, very few studies are conducted utilizing dendrimers
as a carrier for protein delivery due to the high cost of
preparation, multistep synthesis, and poor-quality control. In a
study, VEGF oligonucleotide (ODN-1) and a lipophilic amino
acid dendrimer were conjugated and evaluated on a laser-
induced CNV rat model for inhibition of CNV. This study
reported that the lifespan of ODN-1 was extended due to the
prevention of degradation through nucleases and also the
conjugated system was able to penetrate deeper into the RPE.
The conjugated system prevented CNV development for 4−6
months whereas an injection was able to prevent it for only 2
months.253 Recently, PAMAM dendrimers were modified
using penetratin (PEN) and cyclic arginine-glycine-aspartate
(RGD) hexapeptide and pegylated. These modified den-
drimers showed 1.5 times higher penetration and distribution
in the retina and cornea and resulted in retinal retention time

greater than 12 h. Lastly, it was reported that these modified
dendrimers could be utilized for neovascular targeting due to
their high affinity toward αvβ3.254
5.2.2. Cell-Penetrating Peptides (CPPs). Cell-penetrating

peptides (CPPs) contain about a sequence of 5−40 amino
acids between their structures. They are also known as Trojan
horse peptides. CPPs are divided into three categories cationic
(contains positive charge derived from arginine and lysine-like
polar amino acids), hydrophobic (contains nonpolar amino
acids), and amphipathic (contains both polar amino acids like
lysine, arginine, and nonpolar amino acids like leucine, valine)
on the basis of their physicochemical properties. Examples of
cationic CPPs are TAT-derived peptides, polyarginine, and
penetratin. The amphipathic nature and polycationic proper-
ties of CPPs decide their penetration type, either active
(energy-dependent) or passive (energy-independent) across
the membrane.255 The uptake mechanism of CPPs is explained
through steps like contact with the cell membrane, interaction,
and followed by the release of the drug. CPPs show extremely
good affinity toward molecules associated with them for
transfer across the membrane. Translocation of nanocarriers
with CPPs happens via endocytosis (energy-dependent
pathway).256 Recently, for ocular drug delivery, peptides that
are novel have been developed for overcoming the selectivity
issues in the case of TAT molecules. These POD molecules
generally reduce side effects and are also useful as
bacteriostatic agents via decreasing bacterial growth in the
eye as they are useful in optic nerve diseases.257,258 Cell-
penetrating peptides and nanoparticle carriers are showing no
toxic or irritating effect when they are given in combination
this was established in Draize test (in vivo study) and hen’s egg
test (in vitro study).257 The efficacy of anti-VEGF drugs such
as ranibizumab and bevacizumab (alone and complex of drug
and CPP) following topical application or intravitreal injection
in a choroidal neovascularization rodent model. The level of
toxicity was found to be quite low with this combination and in
vivo, experimentation in mice resulted in clinically relevant
concentrations of bevacizumab in the posterior chamber of the
rat eye following a single application. Further, testing was
carried out in a CNV mouse model. Mice treated with either a
single intravitreal injection of anti-VEGF (or) twice daily CPP
+ anti-VEGF eye drops (or) daily dexamethasone gavage for
10 days showed a significant reduction in areas of CNV when
compared with lasered eyes without treatment.259 Elastin-like
polypeptide (ELP) is another drug carrier useful in the transfer
of drugs across the membrane when combined with SynB1
which is a cell-penetrating peptide (contains 18 amino acids)
that leads to enhancement of membrane penetration. George
and co-workers have concluded that ELP-CPPs complexes can
enhance the penetration of drugs in human ocular tissues, but
the same complex is not able to enhance the penetration of
drugs across the membrane in rabbit-like animals. So,
enhancement in permeability is completely dependent on the
selectivity of any drug molecules to specific tissues.260 While
the results published in the literature are promising, a general
drawback of using CPPs in ocular drug delivery is their lack of
cell and tissue specificity. A recent review by Pescina et al.
summarized cell-penetrating peptides used in ocular drug
delivery in a detailed manner with a special focus on
noninvasive or minimally invasive administration along with
toxicity issues.261

5.2.3. Delivery Using Living Cells. Encapsulated cell
technology (ECT) consists of genetically engineered living
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cells encapsulated inside a semipermeable polymer membrane.
The encapsulated cells are capable of manufacturing a specific
therapeutic substance to target a specific disease. The
semipermeable polymer membrane permits the outward
movement of the therapeutic substance and further protects
the encapsulated cells from rejection by the patient’s immune
system while permitting the movement of oxygen and
nutrients. RPE (human retinal pigment epithelial) cells are
genetically engineered and encapsulated in an implant, these
cells produce ciliary neurotrophic factor (CNTF) which
protects the retina from degeneration. The modified RPE
cell encapsulated implants known as NT-501 were reported by
Renexus and Neurotech Pharmaceuticals.262 Similarly, NT-503
has the ability to neutralize VEGF 20−30-fold more compare
to NT-501.263,264 ECT provides an alternative to the
traditional administration of drugs to the eye as it allows any
therapeutic agent to be engineered into the cells for delivery.
However, the safety and efficacy of ECT should be
demonstrated in clinical trials before this technology could
be used in the delivery of drugs for incurable eye diseases.
5.2.4. Microneedles. Microneedles consist of microsized

projections made up of polymer/metal with dimensions close
to 200 μm. The tiny size of microneedles makes them minimal
invasive in nature. Microneedles have the ability to bypass the
epithelial transport barrier and conjunctival clearance while
reducing retinal damage.265 They are less painful compared to
traditional hypodermic needles and have the ability to release
the drug over a period of extended time. Ocular microneedles
are generally delivered in two categories: passive and active
microneedles.6 In passive microneedles, solid microneedles
coated with the formulation quickly dissolve after insertion
following which the device is removed from the eye. Patel et al.
have demonstrated the delivery of nanoparticles into the
suprachoroidal space in whole rabbits, pigs, and human eyes ex
vivo. This was done by applying pressure of 250−300 kPa to
the borosilicate microneedles having a length of 800−1000
μm. The maximum volume deliverable by this method was 35
μL.266 Though this study was able to demonstrate the delivery
of nanoparticle and microparticle suspensions into the
suprachoroidal space using microneedles, the major drawback
is their limited drug-loading capacity. To overcome this issue,
titanium-based microneedles were developed using the
titanium deep reactive ion Etching method by Aimi and co-
workers. Drug carrying capacity was increased because of the
uniformly thick fenestrate of titanium-based microneedles.
These fenestrate are reservoirs that enhance titanium-based
microneedles drug carrying capacity compared to solid
microneedles.267 5-Fold enhancement compared to solid
microneedles was seen in the drug-carrying capacity by using
proper fenestration filing techniques. Fenestrated microneedles
have the potential to be used as sustained biologics release
delivery which can immensely affect the dosing frequency.264

Microneedles were also used in the anterior segment delivery
for treating corneal neovascularization. Kim et al. compared
microneedle-based intrastromal delivery of bevacizumab with
conventional topical and subconjunctival delivery in New
Zealand white rabbits. Bevacizumab-loaded stainless-steel
hollow microneedles of 400 μm size were used in the study.
Subconjunctival injection of bevacizumab showed similar
results to microneedle-treated eyes, while the eyes treated
with drops showed significantly lower suppression of corneal
neovascularization than the single microneedle treatment.
Neovascularization was reduced by 44% in microneedle-

treated rabbits compared to untreated rabbits.268 To
summarize, microneedles are successful in providing localized
drug delivery to the eye in animals. However, further research
is needed into the method of injection/retraction and force of
injection to avoid discomfort in patients.269

5.2.5. Iontophoresis. Iontophoresis is a method in which a
small amount of electric current is used for increasing the drug
permeation through the ocular tissues such as the cornea and
sclera. The electrical current is generally applied to the outer
part of the eye, hence there is no need for surgical invasion.264

Ocular iontophoresis was first utilized for corneal ulcer
treatment using salts of zinc by Wirtz in the year 1908.
Currently, three iontophoretic devices have been developed for
ocular delivery applications: Eyegate II (EyeGate Pharmaceut-
icals Inc., MA, U.S.A.), Ocuphor (IOMED Inc., UT, U.S.A.),
and Visulex (Aciont Inc., UT, U.S.A.). Of these, the only
patented device for transscleral delivery is EyeGate II. In this
system, the electrode present inside the annular ocular
applicator produces ions when current is applied. These ions
cause the movement of ionized drug molecules into the
anterior or posterior part of the eye by directly bypassing the
conjunctiva and the sclera.270 Molokhia et al.271 used
iontophoresis for transscleral administration of bevacizumab,
immunoglobulin G, and gadolinium-labeled albumin (Galbu-
min) with Visulex-I system on a CNV animal model.
Iontophoresis in 20 min successfully delivered nearly 0.6 mg
of bevacizumab in rabbits’ eyes in vivo. Additionally,
iontophoretic delivery of bevacizumab delayed retinal neo-
vascularization by 4 weeks. Magnetic resonance imaging clearly
showed the presence of Galbumin in the posterior tissues
following iontophoresis. More recently, an iontophoresis
device based on a hydrogel ionic circuit was reported by
Zhao et al. for effectively delivering macromolecule and
nanoparticles intraocularly. The hydrogel ionic circuit-based
device was found to be capable of minimizing Joule heating,
absorbing electrode overpotential-induced heating, and
effectively buffering electrochemical reaction-generated pH
changes. This study concluded that high-intensity iontopho-
resis increased (up to 300 times) macromolecule delivery to
the anterior and posterior segments and bevacizumab reached
target tissue compartments in 10−20 min of iontophoresis
application. However, further evaluation of this technology is
needed before its clinical translation.272

5.2.6. Port Delivery Systems. A port delivery system (PDS)
is a system in which there is a controlled and sustained drug
release through a porous metal element. These refillable,
nonbiodegradable implants, are placed surgically either in pars
plana or scleral plana, and the drug reaches the vitreous cavity
through concentration gradient-mediated passive diffusion.273

Currently, 10 clinical trials on clinicaltrials.gov have the
application of PDS in the ocular delivery of proteins/peptides.
Out of these, 7 clinical trials are currently going on with NCT
identifiers as follows: NCT04657289, NCT04108156,
NCT04503551 , NCT03683251 , NCT05562947 ,
NCT04853251, and NCT05476926. Two clinical trials have
been completed, one of these was a phase III clinical trial
(NCT03677934) that emphasized treatment satisfaction and
patient preference between PDS delivery of ranibizumab and
intravitreal injection of the same. The results illustrated that
treatment satisfaction was achieved in both interventions but
nearly all patients preferred PDS over an intravitreal
injection.274 Another completed study was a phase II clinical
trial (NCT02510794) of PDS-mediated delivery ranibizumab
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for the treatment of neovascular age-related macular
degeneration. This study concluded that 100 mg/mL
ranibizumab containing PDS implant was able to maintain a
serum concentration of ranibizumab within the range of 130−
2220 pg/mL for 12 months after the implantation. This was
similar to ranibizumab concentration with monthly intravitreal
injections.275 Lastly, a phase III trial (NCT05126966) with
aflibercept or ranibizumab-loaded PDS was suspended because
the PDS did not meet the required criteria.
5.2.7. Nanowafer. Small, transparent discs known as nano

wafers are made of a variety of polymers, such as poly(vinyl
alcohol), polyvinylpyrrolidone (PVP), (hydroxypropyl) methyl
cellulose (HPMC), and carboxymethyl cellulose (CMC). In
contrast to topical eye drops, these are applied with a fingertip
to the ocular surface and can endure continuous blinking
without moving. For the first time, Yuan and the team showed
that a doxycycline-loaded PVA nanowafer released the drug
steadily over the course of 24 h in mice while also increasing
corneal permeability. The effectiveness of such PVA-fabricated
nanowafers-loaded with axitinib for treating CNV in a mouse
ocular burn model was reported by the same group.276

According to this study, a system of drug nanoreservoirs called
nanowafers was developed and characterized. These nano-
wafers contained PnPP-19, a synthetic peptide made from a
toxin found in the venom of the spider Phoneutria nigriventer
that showed hypotensive effects for rat eyes when used
topically. The result showed the evidence of PnPP-19
nanowafer system’s safety and possible therapeutic impact
with safety in the treatment of retinal illnesses including
glaucoma.277

5.2.8. Microbubbles Technology. As a minimally invasive
technique, ultrasound and microbubbles (USMB) can be used
to increase the effectiveness and targeting of ocular medicine
administration.278,279 The delivery of therapeutic proteins to
the anterior and posterior segments of the eye was found to be
effective using a new ocular delivery technology using the
microbubble, a stimuli-responsive intelligent polymeric carrier
system that readily transforms to nanoscale microbubble
vesicles in the presence of stimuli like pH, temperature, and
magnetic field. They can temporarily disrupt the blood-retina
barrier in order to enhance the delivery of systemically
administered drugs into the eye for target delivery and ocular
malignancies. In a size comparison study, custom-made
nanobubbles of size greater than 200 nm were shown to
exhibit higher gene transfection efficiency in the presence of 1
MHz-frequency ultrasound when compared to lower size
nanobubbles.280 The potential of ultrasound-responsive nano-
bubbles in delivering macromolecules through various layers of
the retina was studied in three retinal cell lines (human RPE
cells, human-derived Müller glia, and mouse-derived photo-
receptors). In comparison to ultrasound alone, ultrasound
combined with nanobubbles (USNB) considerably improved
the uptake of macromolecules in retinal cells. However, only
the two cell lines of human origination showed a significant
increase in intracellular uptake, demonstrating that induced
effects are cell line-dependent.281 In another interesting work a
GFP (growth factor plasmid) was injected intravitreally either
alone or after loading into bubble liposomes. Plasmid transfer
efficiency into the rabbit retina was studied using a miniature
US transducer (SonoPore 4000). Rabbit retinas that received
plasmid, plasmid-loaded in bubble liposomes, and ultrasound
showed a significant increase in the GFP-positive cells. In
addition, combining GFP plasmid with bubble liposomes

greatly enhanced the gene delivery. Examining the eye
physiology 1 and 3 days after treatment revealed no evident
tissue damage as supported by histology. Endostatin (ES) is a
fragment antibody with a molecular weight of 20 kDa. ES has
been shown to suppress angiogenesis, endothelial proliferation,
and tumor growth. To cure DR by preventing angiogenesis, Xu
et al. created cationic microbubbles and investigated the
transfer of endostatin-green fluorescent protein (ES-GFP)
plasmid to human retinal vascular endothelial cells. This study
concluded that ultrasound-mediated cationic microbubbles
enhanced the transfection efficiency and this technology could
be a useful tool for gene therapy targeting retinal neo-
vascularization.282 Microbubble and nanobubble technologies
have shown promising results in the delivery of macro-
molecules in vitro. Future studies must focus on translating
these results and reproducing them in ex vivo and in vivo
models of the eye.
5.2.9. Combination Systems. A few studies have shown that

the use of combination approaches like nanoparticles,
hydrogels, and microparticles for protein delivery in ocular
diseases is more beneficial than their separate use. When
nanoparticles and microparticles are given separately in the
vitreous humor, distribution/clearance of particles occurs very
fast resulting in a low therapeutic effect of the drug. Further,
rapid particle dispersion in the vitreous humor can result in
turbidity and affect vision. Likewise, with hydrogels, fast
diffusion, as well as burst release of drugs, is reported in some
studies.283 A combination strategy could be used to solve these
problems, wherein hydrogel acts as a secondary barrier for drug
release from nanoparticles and microparticles. Such combina-
tion systems can be used for the localized release of drugs.
Injectable thermoresponsive PNIPAAm-based hydrogel along
with PLGA microspheres developed by Liu et al. exhibited
controlled release of the anti-VEGF drugs like aflibercept and
ranibizumab over the period of 6 months.284,285 According to
another study by Kim et al., a combination system of hydrogel
and PLGA microspheres containing aflibercept showed
sustained release of the drug for up to six months in healthy
rhesus macaques following intravitreal administration of the
drug. No abnormalities were reported in the anterior segment
of rhesus macaques and IOP remained within the acceptable
range during the study period.286−288

6. OTHER PROMISING APPROACHES
There are some techniques that can assist in enhancing the
effective delivery of the current approaches, these are 3D
printing, ocular microbots, teleophthalmology, microelectro-
mechanical systems (MEMS), and quantum dots (QDs).289

3D printing (3DP) was developed by Charles W. Hull in 1980
and was represented as a technique of layering materials on top
of each other for making any object. For biomedical
applications, the development of bioinks for 3DP using
biological cells and the material was an evolutionary step
that has empowered the development of novel therapeutic
delivery approaches.290 Won et al.291 developed a rod using
coaxial 3DP that has a polymeric shell and a hydrogel core to
which bevacizumab was added. These 3D-printed rods were
able to release drugs at varied kinetics near the retina showing
their controlled drug release property. Additionally, in the
laser-induced choroidal neovascularization model, the efficacy
of the system was evaluated and there was a significant
improvement in therapeutic efficacy. At a small scale, 3DP is
highly cost-effective but at a large scale, it is expensive.290
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Ocular microbots are controllable and precisely movable
bots that are used for intravitreal implants. They have the
potential application to target the eye’s posterior segment and
deliver drugs at millimeter and submillimeters levels. Micro-
bots made up of biocompatible cobalt−nickel alloy with the
highest magnetization was tested inside the eyeball of an
anesthetized rabbit for long-term release of Rhodamine B (a
model drug). However, there are a few challenges with this
approach such as issues with its rotational and translational
motion due to interaction with viscoelastic components
present in the vitreous fluid.292,293 Teleophthalmology is an
innovative approach that combines smartphone technology
with basic diagnostic equipment. It is used for the prognosis
and treatment of vision loss because of various diseases such as
glaucoma and diabetic retinopathy. This technology can have
mainstream applications in remote areas.294 Another approach
is a microelectromechanical system (MEMS) that can be
delivered to the target site surgically through a small incision in
the eye. It has a transscleral parylene cannula that is flexible.
The device can have a bolus or continuous drug delivery in
both eye segments due to its target specificity. In this, the drug
is released as the valve opens due to the overpressure produced
manually through depression in the drug basin.295 Quantum
dots are semiconductor nanocrystals that can produce an
electrical stimulus when exposed to infrared, visible, or
ultraviolet light.296 Quantum dots have their application in
biolabeling and bioimaging and have replaced organic dyes for
the same. These dots upon excitation of their electron emit a
unit wavelength that depends on their size. These nano-
particulate semiconductors systems range from 2 to 10
nm.297,298

7. FUTURE DIRECTIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
All the novel delivery techniques have enhanced drug delivery
of protein and peptides in various ways. Some have provided
controlled release of the drug, while others have increased the
bioavailability or the half-life of the drug. But until now, no
formulation or delivery system has been developed to
simultaneously address all the challenges. Some of the
molecules such as Lampalizumab and Conbercept discovered
were not able to advance to the market. Therefore, there is still
a need for more intensive research, specifically for novel drug
delivery systems. As intravitreal injections are invasive in
nature, patient compliance is very low. In addition, there are
severe adverse effects to this mode of administration. In situ,
delivery systems have been considered, but regulatory issues
are a big hindrance to their approval. More studies should be
carried out with novel carriers such as dendrimers, port
systems, hydrogel, microneedle, and iontophoresis, for under-
standing their kinetics and also to establish their efficacy. On
the other hand, nanocarriers such as liposomes, polymeric
micelles, and cell-penetrating peptides have already proved
their safety and efficacy and they should be commercialized to
aid in the delivery of protein and peptides. Detailed
experiments to understand the toxicity of nanocarriers loaded
with protein and peptides should be explored in suitable
animal models. This will help modify delivery systems and
provide efficient access to the eye. In addition, imaging studies
conducted in humans will help in the translation of animal
studies. The future development of new biologic treatments for
ocular diseases, that can enter clinical trials, will require a
concerted effort in the innovation through the use of
combination strategies as drug delivery technology platforms.
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